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Bishop Maher Indignant Over dignity'
by Tim Durnin
On November 7, Bishop Leo
T. Maher expressed his feelings
on the recent series of articles in
the Vista, profiling the San Diego
gay community. His initial re
sponse was one of concern for
the "image" of the University."I
feel it is important that the news
paper keep in mind those in
dividuals that support this Univer
sity. Several people have ex
pressed concern over the articles
including some students." The
Bishop then handed over a letter
from a USD student that apolo
gized for the Vista's irresponsi
bility in condemnation of the
Bishop.
When questioned on this "ir
responsibility" the Bishop re
sponded that he was not offended
by the articles, but concerned
over the portrayal of "Dignity"
in any sort of positive light. When
asked about the cartoon that was
the center of a majority of the
criticism on the article, the Bishop
responded, "I didn't have any
trouble with the cartoon. It was
the truth. I don't think that about
the homosexual, but the organiza
tion 'Dignity,' I would run over
that."
The Bishop was very strong in
his condemnation of the "Dig
nity" organization. "Those priests
that say mass for "Dignity," say
mass in sinfulness and likewise
those that attend that mass are
sacreligious. They shouldn't be
saying mass, they are disobedi
ent." When questioned as to
why, if "Dignity" is so wrong, do
priests find it necessary to say
mass for them he said, "They do

not understand the churches
moral teachings on homosexual
ity." But is it not your job to
educate them? "Yes." Then why
do they continue to say mass?
"They do not understand the
teachings of the Bishop." Is it not
your job to make them under
stand? No response.
The following is the exact
wording of the Bishop's new
condemnation of "Dignity."
Several priests through the dio
cese have expressed deep concern
over its validity. (See Related
Article Below)

Consequences of the Organi
zation Called Dignity
by Most Reverend
Leo T. Maher
The test of how we value the
family is whether we are willing
to foster moral values which
nourish the primary relationship
of husbands, wives, and children
and make authentic family life
possible. What contributions
does Dignity, a homosexual or
ganization, make to family life?
Does it not promote a lifestyle
that opposes family life? Does it
not proselytize from families to
build its organization?
The Church teaches that sexual
intercourse is a moral and human
good only within marriage; out
side of marriage it is wrong. Like
extramartital sexual relations,
homosexual activity, as distin
guished from homosexuals are
called to give witness to chastity,
avoiding, with God's grace, be
havior which is wrong for them,
just as non-marital sexual rela
tions are wrong for heterosexuals.

Catholic teaching is that no
person affiliated with the Catholic
Church may be neutral about
homosexual orientation or acts,
that an individual has moral obli
gation to try to change his or her
homosexual orientation, and that
homosexual activities are morally
wrong.
The University of San Diego
defines its mission in the frame
work of the Catholic Church, for
it is a Catholic University. This
university, being a private univer
sity and Catholic, is protected by
the First Amendment in the "free
exercise" of religion. Freedom of
religion has a higher dignity under
the Constitution than personal
convenience. Freedom of religion
may not be infringed upon by
any gruop who would undermine
the teaching authority of the
Church. The First Amendment
to theConstitution of the United
States prohibits any law interfer
ing with the "free exercise" of
religion. A "free" exercise of
religion means, of course, any
unconfined and unrestricted exer
cise of religion—a right to exercise
religion which is not subjected to
restricting, circumscribing, or
localizing limitations. One cannot
use the rhetoric of academic free
dom, especially when it is irre
sponsible academic freedom, to
belittle or restrict "free exercise"
of religion in teaching the moral
law. The mission of the Church is
to proclaim the moral law. The
Bishop is the official teacher of
the moral law. Catholics are obli
gated to listen to him and follow
his teaching.
Students have the right to be

encouraged to weigh moral values
with an upright conscience, and
to embrace them by personal
choice, and to honor and love
God more adequately. Religion
is essential to human life, and it
must be an essential ingredient in
an education which prepares for
human life in time and in eternity.
Daniel Webster observed: "If
truth be not diffused, error will
be, if God and His Word are not
well known and received, the
devil and his works will gain the

ascendency; if the power of the
Gospel is not felt through the
length and breath of the land,
anarchy and misrule, corruption
and darkness will reign without
mitigation or end." No concerned
observer of our society will deny
the need for a more effective
teaching of moral principles.
The organization known as Dig
nity, in my opinion, is not worthy
of the name, for it is just the
opposite of dignity. Its tenets
Continued on page 12

Diocese Unsettled

Priests React to Maher's Statement
by Tim Durnin
Priests throughout the diocese
responded with shocked surprise
to the Bishop's most recent state
ment against "Dignity" the gay
catholic organization. After read
ing the first three lines one priest
said, "Oh my God!," and similar
reaction was felt across the board
as some 10 priests reviewed the
statement. "It is an emotion laiden piece that clearly shows the
Bishop's bias. It is a gut reaction
to an issue that needs to be
addressed with reason."
One priest that expressed grave
concern over the first series of
articles continued to voice sup
port for the Bishop's position
however. Fr. Ryland, of the USD

religious studies department was
vocal in his condemnation of the
Vista as well as in support of
Bishop Maher. He was quoted as
saying, "If you want people to
read your paper you might just as
well print pornographic comic
strips." He was equally strong in
his condemnation of "Dignity."
Father Ryland has come under
criticism by several of his stu
dents for expressing personal
opinions about these issues in the
classroom. He was quoted as
"blasting" the Vista in their
"blatant attack on Bishop Ma
her." An attack that the Bishop
himself has expressed as the truth.
When questioned about this he
said that in his view, "it was an

attack and nothing else."
Other priests did not share his
unconditional support, and gave
sharp criticism to the Bishop's
response. "He could support this
organization and have some con
trol. It is very sad when people
are hurting and the chief pastor
in the diocese doesn't ease the
pain, but aggravate the hurt." In
response to the Bishop's state
ment about priests that say mass
for "Dignity" being sinful one
said, "No Bishop has the right to
prevent anyone from saying mass
anywhere. He can say I can't say
mass for "Dignity" but that
doesn't make it wrong. He can
also say that "Dignity" is wrong,
but the priests don't have to

accept that. We are bound to the
official teachings of the Church,
as are all Catholics, priests or no.
When a Bishop decides to inter
pret those teachings, as is the case
here, no one is categorically
bound to them. What happens if
you get a crazy Bishop in the
office, and it happens, are the
parisheners bound to whatever
he says? Of course not."
A gay priest and "Dignity"
member within the diocese made
several corrections of the Bishop's
view of "Dignity." "First of all,
as soon as you try to bring the
family intodiscussion of the homo
sexual you're off on a tangent.
That has nothing to do with
homosexuality. They have no in

tention of disturbing family life,
on the contrary, they value it
because they know that it is some
thing they will never have. As for
the rest of this, it speaks for itself.
It is full of contradictions and
mis-statements if you read it care
fully. How ignorant to believe
that homosexuality is based on
immaturity, it has been proven
time and time again it is a physio
logical not psychological pheno
menon. Furthermore, "Dignity"
has no intention of corrupting
the youth, that is just plain ludi
crous. At this point "Dignity" is
not looking to change the
Church's teaching, what they
need now is some compassion."
Continued on page 12
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Opinion

Letters to the Editor
Ink and
Paper
Dear Editor:
Referring to the art theft and
the turmoil it has caused, we
would like to bring to light our
position as the procurors of this
symbol of omnipotent and eternal
love.
Our position is not to defend
the removal of this object, but to
show it was the only true and just
course of action. We "The
Brothers of the Lonely Zygote,"
feel it is time to enlighten the
ignorant to the ways of "The
Mate-O-Rang." Our Mate-ORang, which the art department so
slovenly refers to as "the art pro
ject," is the crux of our spiritual
growth and atonement with the
cosmos.
We cannot fathom the fact that
the art department, composed of
slanderous barbarians, confined
our "Eternal Light" to the decom-

posed walls of the so-called "art
room."
Throughout the ages of univer
sal development, we, as a "Su
preme Intellectual Force," have
searched and now released the
Mate-O-Rang from its unjust incar
ceration and in doing so, we may
continue our true rest. How is it
that the administration and faculty
in addition to the art department
never came to realize their folly in
not adhering to the "true path?"
Obviously, the USD community's
perceptions have become blurred
in quest for Earthly material
pleasures— we weep and bleed for
those who have not come.
We as "Soldiers OfTheTruth,"
hope your misconceptions have
been. cleared from earlier blas
phemies and prostitutions concern- .
ingTHE WAY.
To express your love and ac
ceptance, we humbly ask all of
you to don the sacred colors, Pink
and White, of our beloved MateO-Rang on our solemn day of
vigil, October 31, 1983.
In Quest...

Commentnry

A Pause to Reflect
by Tim Durnin
After the initial publication of
the Vista's profile on the San
Diego gay community, many ques
tions arose as to what the role of a
campus newspaper should be.
Few would argue that it should
serve and be responsible to the
University. However, one must
then answer the question, "What
is the University?" Is it the presi
dent? Is it the board of trustees,
or p>erhaps the chairman of that
organization? Is it the faculty and
students that make up the body
of USD?
The answer is all of these and
none. No single segment ade
quately fills, by definition, the
meaning of "the university," but
collectively few definitions are
more clear.
It is precisely that definition
that creates such "pain" for the
campus press and its writers,
most especially on those rare
occasions that two opposing sides
exist within the structure that we
must be responsible to.
Such is the case in the articles
presented in today's Vista. There
is on definite line that separates
what is responsible and what is
not. Lines cannot be drawn. Many
people have spoken about Uni
versity image, but at what point
does the student's right to infor
mation override the responsibil
ity of the press to the University.
The best answer, as decided by
the editorial board of this paper,

seems to be a delicate approach,
without white washing the in
formation. The articles today rep
resent that. I cannot express
strongly enough the painstaking
process by which these articles
were written. And while ridicule
and retribution are sure to fol
low, these articles represent what
I believe to be responsible journal
ism.
There is a real problem in this
diocese that, at some point, must
be addressed. Why does so much
animosity exist between the clergy
of this diocese and the Bishop? If
the Bishop is correct in his inter
pretation of the Church's teach
ing, why have members of this
diocese been led so far astray? It
would be naive to think that
everything was suddenly going to
change with the publications of
these articles, but if we can be
successful in promoting respon
sible dialogue on this issue be
tween those priests that don't
agree with the Bishop and the
Bishop himself or between respon
sible Catholics on this campus,
then our efforts will not have
been in vain.
I felt a commentary was neces
sary on this issue to address some
of the problems that have been
encountered this past week in
writing these articles. The provervial head is on the chopping
block, and now, to swing or miss?
Sorry it wasn't funny this week.

Telling
Time
Dear Editor,
"Where have the clocks gone at
U.S.D.?" I have heard this question
asked many times. My typical
reply is that there is no need for
clocks at U.S.D.
"Who needs clocks" when sun
dials address our needs just as
well. Thereto, while clocks are
mechanically fallible, the sun will
continue to shine on for a billion
years (fated to supper nova, and
fade away).
Since the sun was around mil
lions of years prior to the clock,
"why the hurry?" I'm sure U.S.D.
can get along without clocks for at
least another century.
We cannot say, though, that
U.S.D. administrators lack open
minds. Progressives who have disgarded their sun dials have the
equivalent of London's Big Ben
which sounds archaically in the
background on the half hour.
Although U.C.S.D. and San
Diego State have clocks, I am in
full agreement with U .SuD. admin
istrators when they say "It is just a
fad .. ."(much like peddle pushers,
plaid, and p)enny loafers). Already
these "clocks" are being replaced
by the digital system. I'm sure the
digital system will be replaced by
talking devices. When it is time
for the talking devices to be re
placed, there will be no need for
showing up to class on time as the
teachers will be replaced by com
puters in the home. Soon we will
not even have to think for our
selves, the computer will assume
the burden. Then when it comes
time to repair the broken com
puters we will not know how; and
there we will be—back at the
beginning. The sun will still be
here, and so will the sun dial. Man
will begin the cycle again.
So, when someone asks you
what time it is, just smile, refer to
your sun dial, and feel content in
knowing that you are ahead of
your time.
Sincerely,
A.U.S.D. Traditionalist

Selfish
Expression
Dear Editor,
Regarding the letter in last
week's issue "Dead Wrong," I
would like to respond by saying
that if anyone represents the
"Scum of the Earth," he does! His
whole letter was an ignorant inter
pretation of what last week's
VISTA was trying to bring to the
attention of its readers. Homo
sexuality does exist and so it there
fore must be brought to the atten

tion of the public. No one has the
right to say such cruel mindless
things about another individual
just because of their sexual prefer
ence. I feel sorry for Brian because
of his narrow mindedness, and I
think it was selfish for him to
express himself in such a crude
way.
Signed,
Susan Nance
PS. Homosexuals are not the only
ones who can suffer from terminal
diseases.

Throw
Away
Dear Editor:
I am writing in reply to last
week's article (letter) titled'' Dead
Wrong" by Brian McFadden. First
of all I don't feel this letter should
have been printed. That article
(letter) deserved to be thrown
away and that's about all. People
who have thoughts and ideas like
that are the ones that make this
country.a; miserahj.e place jq .livein. Maybe before writing some
articles (letters) people should
look outside of their sheltered
USD world and learn to appreciate
pieople for what they choose to
live. People have a right to lead
any typie of life they want. I don't
imagen (sic) Mr. McFadden has
had anyone write an article (letter)
on his life style saying he is,""scum
born from under rocks" so what
gives him the right to say that
about others. I'm not gay, but I

don't feel such narrow minded
bigotry should be printed. Also I
don't think Mr. McFadden should
tear down the lives of others which
he probably knows very little
about.
Michael Chandler

Sacrifice
Dear Editor,
We were so pleased to hear that
Arian Collins was doing so well.
In fact, one, of qs, a yourig virgin
named Mabel, cast herself into a
volcano to commemorate the
occasion.
Faithfully submitted,
Naira Snilloc
.AriafrCollins Fan Club
TA ilfil -President
••••fb uov
.O

Continui
Amazed

Dear Editor:
I am continuously amazed at the
number of letters to the editor
^addFSS&i tjjMark Qinella^ YcL I
find myself even more surprised
that these letters have little to do
with Mark but rather with the
archaic attitudes these writers
sneak in, especially those concern
ing the Alcohol Policy at USD.
I'm confused. Is the goal of these
letters to publicly spit in Mark's
face or to project opinions on the
Alcohol Policy?
It is thestudent body asa whole
that sets the ideals of USD and
Continued on page 11
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Campus Notes
The Mission Club will be serving a spaghetti meal for the people of
Inner-City San Diego at Saint Vincent De Paul's Church (1430 7th St.)
Anyone is welcome to come and help. If interested meet at Mission
Crossroads at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, November 12th. The hours for
the meal are from 11:00 to 2:00.
The Writing Club is open on the weekends and welcomes walk-ins!!
The hoursare Saturday from 9:00 to 3:30 and Sunday from 9:00 to 1:30.
On Friday, November 18th from 3-7 p.m., the AMA and AKY are
moving USD's TGIF from its usual place to exciting club Diego's.
Promising to be the best T.G. of the year, it's an afternoon filled with
Dancing! Drinking! Line Video! USD! and Fun! With a $1.00 cover
charge, all margaritas and well drinks will be $1.00 and draft beer will be
only 50<t. Don't be one of the few that will miss this exciting party!
The Oxford study program will hold an informational meeting
Thursday, November 17, at 11:15 a.m. in the Serra Hall Conference
Room. Alumni and perspective students are invited. Refreshments will
be served.
All are invited to attend, The Mass according to the Maronite Rite.
Sunday, November 13 at 7:30 p.m. in Founder's Chapel.
French Club Meeting, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Thursday, Novem
ber 10 in Camino Study lounge.
People to People is a club for the truly Cosmopolitan. Join us
November 10 in the Mission Cross Roads at 4:30 p.m., as we make
plans to visit Peru, Jamaica and India.
The Model United Nations Club of the University of San Diego
would like to express its sincere thanks to the following merchants for
their generous donations: Night and Day Formal Wear, Sicilia's
Restaurante, Sardina's Restaurante, Hollywood Pizza, Presidio Florist
and Sea World.
Thursday, November 17th, the FEAST OF BLESSED PHILIPPINE
DUCHESNE will be celebrated by a Mass in the L-shaped lounce in
Camino Hall. ATTENTION all Sacred Heart Alumni and/or sons or
daughters of Alumni; you are cordially invited to participate. Bring
your friends.
Attention: No 7 p.m. Mass in Founder's Chapel on Sunday,
November 13th. Mass will be held in The Immaculata at 7 p.m.
Cultural Arts—Enjoy! Season tickets for the San Diego Repertory
Theatre are available to the USD community at a fantastic discount.
Tickets are on sale until Nov. 15 at the campus box-office for six
American plays which begin in January 1984. Prices start as low as $30;
get four friends together and split two series! Your special season
subscription entitles you to other bonuses as well, so check it out now!
Sigma Pi Escort Service begins this week between Camino Library
and the Valley. Monday through Thursday 9-12 p.m. Call 293-4802 or
ex. 4802 from phones available in the Library, Founders, and the
Crossroads. Don't walk alone!
RCIA Open Session in the President's Board Room in DeSales on
Nov. 13 at 8:15. Topic: The Bible.
Project '84 meets every Thursday at 7 p.m. in President's Board
Room in DeSales. All Seniors welcome.
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Psychic Fair
by Sheri Hirsch
and Mary Duren
The B.SyPsychology Clubs are
proud to present the first annual
Psychic Fair. This event will be
held in the Lark on Saturday
night, November 19, at 9:00 p.m.
A wide variety of psychics and
parapsychologists will be on hand
to discuss and demonstrate many
facets of their unusual talents and
perceptions. A smorgasbord of
talent has been assembled exclu
sively for your enjoyment.
Controversy has been the close
companion of this unusual event
due to the fine line between the
occult and parapsychology. To
combat misconceptions and to
inform those doubting the event's
authenticity, an abundant supply
of information will be provided to
clear up any doubts. An informa
tion-debate panel, consisting of
five highly qualified, educated
experts in the distinguished field
of parapsychology, will discuss a
host of issues.
Your entertainment includes:
James McCamey, Ph.D., an in
structor of Psychology at Mesa
College who also teaches para
psychology;
Twyla Cottrel, a highly skilled
parapsychologist who will be
hostessing and demonstrating rune
stones;
Kay Sterner, owner of nu
merous degrees related to these
disciplines and is the founder of
the Parapsychology Foundation;
Kris Sorenson, a graduate stu
dent of Behavioral Science and
Philosophy here at the University
who is currently studying para
psychology. (Kris has been fas
cinated with the field for many
years);
Mona Rios, secretary of the
Parapsychology Foundation, with
lots of practical experience in the
field;
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An ordained minister,Joe Gust- demonstrations, which should
end, Parapsychologist and Spe prove to be a great asset to the
cialist in various subareas of Fair's success. She will also be on
the information panel.
psychic phenomena.
Constance Kulk will be demon
Also, book lists from theContro
versial Book store, and displays of strating the art of palm reading, in
Kirlian photography, a new scien which your past, present, and
tific method of photography that future are revealed by your palm
reveals the body aura, will remain lines.
Jessica McBeth is multitalented,
on exhibit during the show.
Thanks to David Lickhalter, and will be providing a special
the B.S./Psych Clubs will be spon demonstration of psychic healing
soring a drawing at midnight from in a variety of methods and
the entrance tickets. The winner capacities.
Learn the skills of dowsing of
will be awarded his or her aura's
maps, locating oil minerals and
photograph.
Cecilia Reiss will provide us water. A demonstration will be
with a take-off from the Eastern provided.
Janet Little will be the astrologer
Philosophy of I. Ching. C.C. will
be performing the modernized ver for the evening, as no fair is
sion of rune stones to tap psychic complete without one. She will
direction and process. She will provide minihoroscopes for all
also be a hostess for the evening. guests with elaboration on their
Mike McKay, an ordained min area of special interest.
Carol Nance, MBA, is an expert
ister and a San Diego resident, is a
dynamic tarrot reader who will be in the discipline of numerology.
using this ancient method of sym Your particular number will be
bolism in combination with his discovered by manipulation of
special talents to give each guest a birth date. She will then provide
information on the meaning of
one card reading.
Suzzanne Lennox, an ordained each number.
minister, will be providing informa
In addition, food and refresh
tion on areas of body energy and
will scan each individual with her ments will be provided along with
pendulum in each of seven energy a super experience for a Saturday
sites. This indicates any possible night. It is our hope that the
problem areas, solutions, and help experience will be informative,
ful hints on preventive care. She is mind opening, fun and above all
of special' interest because she is meaningful. A brochure will be
quite new to the field, and a real distributed at the door with infor
mation on the professionals and
delight.
Father John Laurence, a Fran their individual expertise.
ciscan priest from San Francisco,
Cost will be $2 for students and
is a psychic, and has been for
many years. Hisspecialties include $3 for the public. This price is an
clairsentience and the unique unbeatable offer as each profes
ability to read the body aura color sional's time is valued at $50 per
hour. Everyone is welcome!
and to explain its true meanings.
Tasha Debonnet, a Christian Tickets will go on sale at the box
Minister, will be the general psy office Tuesday, November 8, and
chic for the evening. She has many will also be available at the door.
other talents, such as crystal ball Find out about the real you!

Alcohol Policy Setback
by Greg Bart
A stroke of "bad luck" has
forced the ASB to delay its pro
posed policy change for on-campus
drinking until March, 1984. The
proposal, which would allow stu
dents 21 years of age and older to
legally drink in their dorm rooms,
was withdrawn from the Board of
Trustees November 4th meeting
by ASB President Tim Beaulieu
when it was learned that two

major proponents of the measure
would not be present.
"It's ridiculous to take this to
the Board of Trustees without
Hughes' and Barber's backing. I
would be very inconfident about
it passing," said an obviously dis
appointed Beaulieu. Peter Hughes,
a prominent San Diego criminal
lawyer, and Dr. Barber, head of
the board's Student Affairs Com
mittee, both had long-standing

Dastardly Dunk
for the Erudite

Bausch & Lomb
Professional Services Extra

IO,

Ever wished you could get
revenge on your teachers for the
way they inflict punishment upon
that cogitory membrane of yours
(no matter how small/large yours
may be!)?
The students of Saint Francis
Seminary will soon afford you the
opportunity to get sweet revenge.
On Tuesday, November 15, and
on Wednesday, November 16,
the Seminarians will be operating

a dunking booth on the east side
lawn of the Immaculata Church
from 11:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Come help give some of our
prominent dignitaries the dastardly
dunk!
Come fulfill your wildest fan
tasies and at the same time support
OXFAM.
Please help us reach our goal of
$400.00 for OXFAM.

personal commitments through
the Nov. 4th weekend. The meet
ing was originally to be held in
December, but the date was later
changed, ironically because of the
poor Trustee attendance in past
year-end meetings.
Beaulieu nevertheless plans to
submit the proposal when the
board meets again next spring.
Asked what he thought its chances
were, he responded, "I don't
know. Hughes and Barber are
positive about it. But then again
you are dealing with a very conser
vative number of individuals."
The measure, while initiallyconroversial, has gained acceptance
from Resident Life, Student Af
fairs, and ASB groups and indivi
duals. "We've done as much as we
could and have been successful at
it," said Beaulieu. "It's in the
hands of (Hughes and Barber).
We're not going to have very
much more input." He added, "If
it passes, it will be incredible ... it
will be the first policy change by
the student body ever, I think."
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Grenada: An Inside Story
by Michael Berman
On Tuesday, October 25,
198 5, U.S. Marines, Rangers and
Seals invaded the tiny Caribbean
island of Grenada, obstensively
to rescue American medical stu
dents. The only information that
has reached the public so far has
been from media and military
sources. Bill Cornell, a medical
student of Grenada, returned to
San Diego on November 10 and
gave a first hand account of the
invasion.
Bill: The first time I knew
something was happening was
when I woke at 5:30 Tuesday
morning to the sound of planes
followed by anti-aircraft weapns.
There was also machine gun fire.
Vista: How smoothly do you
feel the invasion went?
Bill: Like clock work, the mar
ines were like a well oiled mach
ine; everything went perfectly.
Vista: What was your im
mediate reaction?
Bill: My feelings were of im
mediate terror. We didn't know
until after we heard from the
radio and were told by General
Jim that the marines were in
vading.
Vista: Who was General Jim?
Bill: He was an older medical
student who had been in the
marines and so was nicknamed
General Jim. He was normally a
very reserved person. When the
invasion began he assumed imme
diate control of the situation.
Many of us thought he was with
the CIA. If it wasn't for him I
don't know what we would have
done.
Vista: What happened next?
Bill: Then General Jim went
through the halls instructing us
to turn off all the lights and put
mattresses against the windows.
He said the country is being
invaded by the marines and ran
gers and that he was in contact
with them. Jim instructed us to
pack small bags. If we were to
take anything this would be it.
We waited till 9:00 listening to
the horrible battle going on out
side.
Vista: Do you think the ar
tillery was being directed at
the campus?
Bill: Well, there were rounds
coming from Fort Ruper (which
was under Cuban Control). I

don't know whether they were
directed at us or at the marines
landing on the beach. You could
definitely hear the shells hitting
the water right off the beach. At
9:30, a helicopter flew over the
campus. That made us feel secure
because at least they knew where
we were. At noon, the gunfire
had basically stopped. Jim had
informed us that he was in con
tact with Captain Lazaro (Cap
tain of the Rangers) and that they
had secured True Blue campus
and the airport. He said they
were making their way toward
our campus. At that time we
were all instructed to move from
building two into building one.
So the people who normally had
two or three people to a room
now had five or six.
Vista: After the move to
Building One, how were the
people reacting?
A few people were crying and
whimpering. When we got into
the second building we were fac
ing St. George's harbor. We were
watching a small number of cobra
gunships attacking Fort Ruper. It
was a pretty impressive sight.
The gunships were "dogging" the
fort. They would come in and
flare out. One would send a mis
sile in while another would draw
fire. It was a well coordinated
battle. One got hit and tried to
make its way back to sea. It was
on fire and plunged into the
ocean. We could see through our
binoculars two pilots from the
downed ship in the water. At that
time, the Cubans opened fire on
the pilots in the water from the
beach. Then a speed boat from
the destroyer came to pick up the
pilots in the water. To protect
these men another larger speed
boat came in and opened fire on
the Cubans on the beach. It was a
real vicious gun battle and we
could see it pretty well through
our binoculars. Then I guess they
figured they couldn't take the
fort by air to ground missiles, so
this destroyer swung around to
face the fort and just opened up
on the fort with all their fire
power. We could see the guns
going off then second later land
ing in the fort. They were so
accurate that shells went right
through windows. Chunks of the
fort were just flying into the air

and large geysers of smoke and
fire were bellowing out of win
dows. The fort was basically lev
eled. We saw AE7 Coursairs
come in at low runs and were
bombing anti-aircraft positions
on the beach and in town. We
were told by J im that there was an
anti-aircraft implacement near the
coffee shop (which is on cam
pus). The rest of the afternoon
was calm. We made lunch from
the food in the refrigerator that
was in the room. We told jokes
and relaxed. It was really interest
ing because by then we were get
ting used to the shelling. We
would be sitting around talking
and machine guns would go off.
It didn't bother us any more.
Vista: What happened that
night?
Bill: That night we were told
that the electricity would proba
bly go out. We waited for that to
happen. When it did, Jim came
around and told everyone to go
into the bathroom. We did and
locked the doors. We were pretty
terrified because we were told
that there were Cubans outside.
We heard dogs barking. That was
really scary because we knew
something was out there. One of
the guys in the bathroom said the
dogs only bark at the Cubans.
The dogs were barking very loud
ly. It was pitch black and I was
getting pretty scared. We waited
in the bathroom from sixo'clock
till about eleven. We came out
and went to our rooms to eat
dinner. We stayed up, telling
jokes, playing cards, and twenty
questions. A couple of guys fell
asleep, but I was too excited.
Vista: What happened in
the morning?
Bill: At morning it was very
quiet. People went up on the roof
to survey the scene. We saw Fort
Ruper burning. The house the
Bishop had lived in was on fire,
too. But everything seemed peace
ful. Little did we know that the
rangers had been moving all night
toward us. On their way they had
encountered Cubans; that's what
the fighting was. Off the shore,
we saw amphibious landing craft
and another destroyer. There
were jets circling around. About
noon, Dr. Christianson, Profes
sor of Anatomy, instructed us
that we were going to be evacu-

Introduction Special
for

Men and Women
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ated. He said we would be leaving
with nothing but the shirts on
our backs, our passports, and
our wallets. We were told to tie
white armbands to our arms to
show we were Americans. Next
we were told to lie on the floor,
which we did for a few hours. We
all looked up to this man. He is
one of the greatest Anatomy Pro
fessors. Jim came around and
told us to beef up the barricades
on the windows. Because, he said,
stray rounds might come in. Five
rooms on the first floor were
filled with forty people to a room.
At about 2:00, Jim came around
again and said to be quiet, that
there were Cuban Militia out
side. I was very concerned because
I thought the Cubans might seek
to massacre us as a last retribu
tion because of the invasion. We
were told that they would be here
in 30 minutes. We waited on the
floor. At exactly 4:20, the first
air strike came in. They came
pretty low and dropped some
very heavy bombs - around the
building to try and knock out any
Cuban implacements. The mar
ines were mainly concerned with
two things. First, that the anti
aircraft weapons were still func
tional; and second, the Cubans
fled to the fields and now became
snipers. Mortar rounds landed
very close to the building and our
bodies were, lifted off .the floor as
the building shook.
Vista: Wre people starting
to panic?
Bill: People were praying, I
think everyone in the room was
praying. A helicopter came over
the building and was met with
fire from the hotels surrounding
the campus. You could hear the
choppers fighting back. This bat

tle went on for about five min
utes. Then we heard rangers
shouting orders to each other
outside the building. That's when
I said thank God for the marines.
I knew we were safe. We cpuld
hear them running around set
ting up positions. They then blew
the front door of the building
down with plastic explosives.
They rushed in to the halls and
kicked our door down. They
were pointing their guns around
the room shouting "American
Marines, freeze!" They kept
shouting it even after they were
in the rooms. You see they didn't
know what they would find. We
heard large personnel helicopters
landing on the beach. This was
the same beach 1 had played vol
leyball on the day before. An
older soldier came in and said he
was a Captain - from the U.S.
Rangers and was going to take us
home. We started crying. They
told us to get on our feet. There
were yellow smoke screens set up
outside. What the Rangers did is
set up a human corridor from the
dorms to the helicopters. I rem
ember running between them with
their guns pointing out. We just
ran through the corridor as they
were firing. They were screaming
at us "move, move." One of
them screamed to me to get down
and pushed me down. Right then
a machine gun opened fjre.- I am
not saying they were shooting at
us because the Cubans maintain
that they were only shooting at
soldiers but it was close. 1 got
back up and he was yelling move,
move. I got in the back door of
the chopper and it lifted off.
There were two gunners in the
chopper just pumping rounds at
Continued on page 13

TEST WITH CONFIDENCE
TAKE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO'S

LSAT/GMAT
PREPARATION

C0URSRS

• Faculty includes lawyers and educators.
• Group and individual counseling.
• Extensive classroom and homework materials
accompany lectures.
• Audio tape reinforcement.

Information in Serra Hall 318

• San Diego

course: also oflered in Los Angeles
and San Francisco.

European Concepts In
Hair Design

50% OFF
On Haircuts and Perms

Call toll-free (800) 223-2618
in San Diego area call: (619) 293-4579
For a free brochure: LSAT/GMAT Preparation Courses.
University of San Diego. Serra Hall 318. San Diego.
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ASBNews
Program Board:

'November Meeting'

by Annette Roy
The first Program Board meet
ing of November began with a
series ofannouncements concern
ing upcoming events. Secretary
of Athletics Jon Pace gave an
update on the progress of Torero
Week.
There were five proposals that
came from the ICC and appeared
on the Program Board agenda.
The Surf Club dance and request
for $100 was denied in com
pliance with the ICC decision.

r————

The French Club Christmas Party
12/2 for $350 was approved.
This proposal was denied in ICC
due to the dollar amount and
posible conflict with the Spanish
Posada scheduled on the same
day.
The Circle K Convention
11/18-20, requesting $30, was
passed by the ICC and appeared
on the Program Board agenda
because Chairman Ginella was
concerned about whether or not
the club could receive more mon-

——I

Ellas

FULL SERVICE
SALON

HAVtOCSJON

7608 Linda Vista Rd.
Mesa College Or. to Hwy 163

V

Innovators of Creative Hair Design.

The ultimate in hair cutting.
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Reg.
Price

First
Visit

48 00
& up

40 00

45 00
1000

37 00
600

1800
1500
45 00
3500
20 00
30 00
1000

15 00
1000
3500
2500
16 00
20 00
800
15.00
600
1000
7.00
30 00

PERMS (Body. Soft. Curly)
WOMEN (Cut incl.)
MEN (Cut incl.)

COND TREATMENT
PRECISION CUT * STYLE (Blow Dry or Set)
WOMEN (Shampoo incl.)
MEN (Shampoo incl.)
FROSTING OR WEAVING
BLEACH TOUCH UP
EUROPEAN COLOR
CELLOPHANE & HENNA
SETS

wm'' rinivr

• INDIVIDUAL LASHES

*

LASH a BROW TINTING
BODY WRAP

5on

15 00
700
40 00
8 up
1400
60 00
35 00
& up
700
1700

SPOT WRAPPING
WAXING (Full Body)
(Leg We*)
(Up a Eyebrow)
(Bikini We*)

1000
4300
25 00
500
1300

A ALL PHASES OF NAIL
SCULPTURED NAILS
'EXTRA SPECIALIZED SERVICES
JHERI-CACIF. CURL W T.C B

Mm

IELAXER TOUCH UP

4500
20 00

40.00
1800

50 00

40.00

35 00

2500

Expires November 17, 1983

ey for this event. It was deter
mined that the club had received
its $15 per person limit, and the
proposal was approved. A sim
ilar proposal from the SCEC
Club was passed for $90. The last
of the ICC proposals, the Phi
Alpha Delta proposal, withdrawn
in ICC, appeared in Program
Board. The proposal date was
passed.
The cheerleaders requested $35
for a "Beer Raffle." The cost
breakdown was $25 for the prizes
(beer) and $10 for tickets. Stu
dent Affairs representative Bar
bara Schmitz stated that ASB
funds cannot be used to purchase
alcohol. As proposed the request
was denied, but the date of the
raffle 11/4 has been approved.
The cheerleaders will have to
find another way to purchase
their prizes. Bill Hogan, Social
Chairman, presented his Home
coming budget for approval. He
was budgeted for $7532 but his
dinner/dance thus far has tot
alled $4300. The proposal
passed.
In last week's meeting an error
was made. The Spanish Club
Christmas Posada scheduled
12/2 from 7 p.m. - 11 p.m. and
the AM A Christmas party 12/2
from 8 p.m. - 12 p.m. were conflciting events. As stated by
Chairman Ginella, "The Spanish
Club did have the date reserved
first. Through our own oversight
we also scheduled AMA. AMA
wants to work with Tom Ash,
Lark Director, and has agreed to
move from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. if
necessary. I askesd the Spanish
Club if they could move back to
6 p.m. - 10 p.m., but preferably
5:30 - 9:30. If they can't,I need
to know if the Lark and AMA
can move to Saturday 11/3. "The
Chairman apologized for the
oversight.

* ASB Directorship
Dismissal Policy"

by Sheri Hirsch
One of the most recent devel
opments in this year's ASB has
been the creation of a dismissal
policy for ASB appointed offic
ers. Mark Ginella, ASB Vice Pres
ident, has initiated this policy. As
Mark states, "It is only fair that
the directorships be subject to a
semesterly evaluation just as the
elected officers are." It has been
standard procedure for all ASB
elected officers to be at the mercy
of the complaints of fellow offic
ers. Therefore, the directorship
policy merely allows for the ap
pointees to be under the same
considerations.
In the past, the President has
been responsible for the dismis
sal of ineffective officers, but
has reserved harsh judgement.

"Sigma Pi Pays Up"
by Annette Roy
Although Halloween is passed
and the parties, costumes and
candy areall memories, the Sigma
Pi fraternity is still haunted by
this day.
Last year the brothers held the
first Halloween Bash. The festivi
ties attracted 1000 people and
due to the overwhelming success
of Bash 1, Sigma Pi decided to
make the social gathering an an
nual happening.
Unfortunately, the fraternity
was a pawn in a legal chess game.
This summer the brothers con
tracted $1500 with the Big Oak
Ranch to secure a date for Bash
II. During this time the Ranch
filed for bankruptcy and failed to
inform Sigma Pi, and apparently
a number of other clients as well.
The Sigma Pi $1500 deposit is
not at the top of the Big Oak

"On Nov.17th,
adopt a friend
who smokes."
one HOUR SERVICE

In
most cases

INCLUDES-.

Contact lenses,
examination, patient
training, follow up,
chemical care Kit
and fitting.
EXTENDED WEAR
LENSES ONLY $295.00

Dr. Robert heller

Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important. Because good
friends arq hard to.find.
And even tougher to lose.

Dr. Edward Piatt

fashiOn'Valley Center
260 fashion Valley Rd
5uite 530
5an Diego, CA 92108

La Jolla tillage Square
8657 V/iila La Jolla Dr
5uite 156
5an Diego, CA 92057

Plaza Cammo Real
2525 CI Camino Real
Suite 165
Carlsbad, CA 92008

295-0537

452-7574

434-3308

Dismissal must be precedented
by obvious transgressions such
as the following:
Poor planning practices, last
minute proposal efforts, poor
program board attendance, and
faulty planning for check requisi
tions. All such reviews are submined by the Vice President three
weeks prior to the end of the first
semester and two weeks prior to
the opening of elections during
the second semester. These rev
iews will report any blatant negli
gence by appointed officials and
will serve to motivate any lack
luster programmers and other
appointments for present and fu
ture administrators.
The policy has passed through
the channels of the I.C.C. and
Senate and is currently in effect.

THE GREAT AMERICAN SM0KE0UT

¥ AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY*

Ranch repayment list. It appears
to be very doubtful that the
brothers will have their money
returned. In light of this, the
Epsilon Chi Chapter of Sigma Pi
realized their responsibility in
paying back the ASB dollars that
they had been granted to provide
the Halloween Bash.
Sigma Pi members Dan Schloemer, Treasurer and Steve Gauvin, President met with ASB offi
cials Tim Beaulieu, President and
Steve Callaway, Secretary of Fin
ance to discuss a payment prop
osal. It would have been advan
tageous for the ASB to have the
money payed back in full, but
this would then leave the frater
nity with a deficit.
Even though the second annual
Bash never took place, the Sigma
Pi fraternity did hold a Hallo
ween party at the Voyager Res
taurant. According to Sigma Pi
President "Swooper" Gauvin, "It
was very successful!" He stated
that 400 students attended the
function and a good time was had
by all. The brothers provided
dancing, alcoholic beverages and
gave two round trip flights to
lucky prize winners. Sigma Pi
hopes to have more events in the
future and to keep on throwing
bashes for the students.

PROJECT '84
SENIOR
BOAT DANCE
ON DEC. 10
Watch for
Details
\
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Blessed Philippine Duchesne
Who is she? How does her
feast, November 17th, fit into
the OXFAM observance at USD?
Philippine was a strong, heroic
and deeply prayerful French wo
man and a Religious of the Sacred
Heart of whom the Jesuit, Father
deSmet, wrote after reading a
short note in a Missouri news
paper telling of her death: "The
dry announcement of her death
truly vexed me. No greater saint
ever died in Missouri or perhaps
in the Union." In 1818 Philip
pine sailed from Bordeaux,
France, for the New World,
arrived in New Orleans ten weeks
later and slowly made her way up
the Mississippi to St. Louis,
where whe met with Reverend

Dubourg, Bishop of Louisiana.
Under his direction she estab
lished at St. Charles, Missouri, a
school for girls. From this first
Sacred Heart School, throughout
a period of 34 years and under
very trying circumstances, she
made many other foundations,
but her greatese desire was to
work among the Indians. This
was before working with the In
dians was popular. She spent her
last years with them, last years of
prayer, penance and fasting. If
she were here at USD today with
her sister RSCJs (Religious of the
Sacred Heart), she would enter
into the observance of OXFAM
with the same enthusiasm with
which she took on the mission
ary ventures of her life on the
Missouri frontier.
Those who have heard of her
through their education at Sacred
Heart Schools, (see list below),
or from their parents, who are
USD or Sacred Heart Alumni
from schools and academies
throughout the world, are invited

to join the Religious of the Sacred
Heart in a Mass celebrated in her
honor in the L-shaped Lounge,
Camino Hall at 5:30 p.m. Thurs
day, November 17th.
Albany, Doane-Stuart; Boston,
Newton Country Day School;
Chicago, Sacred Heart Schools;
Detroit, Academy of the Sacred
Heart; Grand Coteau, Academy
of the Sacred Heart; Greenwich,
Academy of the Sacred Heart;
Houston, Academy of the Sacred
Heart; Lake Forest, Barat College
& Woodlands Academy; Menlo
Park, Sacred Heart Schools;
Miami, Carrollton; New Orleans,
Academy of the Sacred Heart;
New York, Academy of the
Sacred Heart, 91st Street;
Omaha, Duchesne Academy of
the Sacred Heart, Princeton, Stu
art Country Day School; Pur
chase, Manhattanville College; St.
Louis, Maryville College & Villa
Duchesne; San Francisco, Schools
of the Sacred Heart; Seattle,
Forest Ridge School; Washing
ton, D.C., Stone Ridge.

Blood Drive

Classifieds
TYPING
Fast, accurate, high-quality. Same
day service for approx. 10 pages
typing. Very close to USD. Con
tact 452-1393 or 297-6000.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICES
I offer quality work in all areas—
academic, legal, business. 22 years
experience assures you a high
standard of professionalism. Fast
turnaround, reasonable rates. Call
Linda 231-6367 or 463-2111.
TYPING...Highest quality work
at low, reasonable rates. No job is
too large or too small. I've done
them all from letters and reports
to thesis and dissertations. I use
the latest in electronic equipment
for that professional look. Your
cost includes paper, cover, spell
ing, and typing accuracy. For
complete service call Joann 276-0614.
TYPING - FACULTY ANDSTUDEN 1S. Theses, dissertations, re
search reports, term papers. Fast—
accurate—reliable. Quality work,
reasonable rates. Cassette transcrip
tion. 12 years academic experience.
Sandy, 459-5818.

On Monday, November 14,
the San Diego Blood Bank, in
conjunction with the office of
Student Affairs and the Bilogy
Club, will be holding a Blood
Drive in the Nursing School,
Room 106 .
Students, faculty and staff are
all encouraged to donate during
this semi-annual blood drive. You
can choose, at the time of dona
tion, to put the blood towards
the USD Reserve Fund. This
fund is available for anyone in
the USD community to draw
from if the need for blood arises.
The records of the fund are main
tained by Karen Reed in Serra
200, Office of Student Affairs.

Advance sign-ups are recom
mended, although walk-up ap
pointments will be more than
welcome. Students from the Bio
logy Club will be in front of Serra
Hall on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, November 8, 9, and
10 from 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
with appointment sheets. They
will also have donor requirements
and other information at that
time.
T-shirts from the San Diego
Blood Bank will be given to eve
ryone who donates blood!
For more information, contact
the Office of Student Affairs at
293-4590.

Oxfam Activities

Oxfam Schedule
This year students are encouraged to participate as much as possible
in the week of activities of which OXFAM Fast for a World Harvest is
the highlight. The events that are planned were designed to give us a
new awareness of both the physical and Spiritual hungers of humanity
in the world. A day of Fast will be on Thursday, November 17.
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Car Wash - sponsored by Phase B Valley
R.A.s (Crossroads).
4:30 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
Nov. 13 7:00 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
Nov. 14 7:00 A.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
7:35 A.M. Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
12:15 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
5:00 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
Food Drive Begins - Nov. 14-18 sponsored
by Sigma Delta Pi Club
Nov. 15 7:00 A.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
7:35 A.M. Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
12:15 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
11:00 A.M. Dunking Booth - sponsored by St. Francis
Seminar>(East side lawn of the Immaculata)
Grab Bag Sale - sponsored by Comnuter
Club (in front of Serra Hall).
Nov. 16 7:00 A.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
7:35 A.M. Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
12:15 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
11:00 A.M. Dunking Booth - sponsored by St, Francis
Seminary(East side lawn of the Immaculata)
until 3:30 P.M.
5:00 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
6:00 P.M. Sing-a-thon - sponsored by Students at
Large (Crossroads).
11:00 P.M. Mass - begin FAST and VIGIL with 24-hour
exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
(Founders Chapel).
11:45 P.M. Rock Marathon - sponsored by Alpha Delta
Pi (in front of Serra Hall).
Helium Palloons and Battle of the Bpttles
sponsored by Alpha Delta P1'{J *"J i >-">
Nov. 17 OXFAM DAY OF FAST - Vigil continues.
6:00 A.M. Sing-a-thon ends.
7:35 A.M. Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
5:30 P.M. Mass in honor of Blessed Philippine
Duschesne (L-shaped Lounge).
10:30 P.M. Rock Marathon ends.
11:00 P.M. Mass - end of FAST and VIGIL (Founders
Chapel).
Nov. 18 7:00 A.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
7:35 A.M. Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel),
g ,t
12:15 P.M. Mass (Founders Chapel).
4:30
P.M.
Mass
(Founders
Chapel).
Nov. 19
Campus Ministry wishes to thank all those who worked so hard
to prepare for this week of spiritual growth on our campus.
Previous events included the Jazz Fest (sponsored by Sigma
Pi), the Flower Sale (sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority),
the Buck-a-tuck (sponsored by Sigma Sigma Delta Club), the
Baseball Pool and the Food Drive (sponsored by the DeSales
Hall R.A.'s), the Square Pan Cookies (sponsored by SHWRP 101
business club), Pocari Drink Coupon (sponsored by Serra Hall
Snack Bar), the Cake Sale (sponsored by Alcala Women's Club).
Nov. 10

7:00
7:35
12:15
Nov. 11 7:00
7:35
12:15
Nov. 12 10:00

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.

H

Car Wash
The Phase B R.A.'s are sponsoring this event on
Nov. 12 at 10 a.m.
Dunking Booth
The Seminarians will be drowning faculty members
on Tuesday and Wednesday (Immaculata East lawn).
Sing-A-Thon
November 16 at 6 a.m. in the Mission Crossroads.
See Sr. Tim for details.
Buck-A-Tuck
Sigma Sigma Delta will tuck in a friend with milk and
cookies. Sign-ups in front of Serra on Mon. & Tues.
from 9-2.
Rock Marathon
November 16 beginning at 11:45 p.m. Sponsored by
Alpha Delta Pi.

1984

MEN OF U.S.D.
CALENDAR

Watch for next week's announcement of our 1984 Calendar
Men. Less than two weeks left to buy at the Presale Price of
$5.00. Will cost $6.50-$7.00 later.
Mail checks to: Progressive Productions II
6045 San Dimas Ave., #M208
San Diego, CA 92111

Include current address, phone #, dorm room.
Makes great Christmas Gift for
friends, relatives, sisters, moms.

Entertainment
Film Review

by Paul Gordon
A good film should make view
ers a part of what they're watch
ing. Sam Peckinpah's The Osierman Weekend succeeds at being
such a film. There hasn't been a
better suspense thriller in quite a
while.
Similar to Peckinpah's Straw
Dogs, the film is about one man's
struggle to overcome the forces
that manipulate himself and his
family. Osterman Weekend is also
about the Cold War. It involves a
TV journalist, played by Rutger
Hauer, who picks apart various
political personalities on the show
he hosts. The CIA convinces
him, with the help of incrimin
ating videotapes, that his three
closest friends, who meet an
nually with him for a get-together
traditionally known as the Oster
man Weekend, have become spies
for the Soviet Union.
The head of the CIA (Burt
Lancaster), makes a deal with the
journalist, and promises to appear
on his TV show if the host will
aid the government in getting the
spies.
John Hurt is cast as a CIA
agent who puts together a plan to

Bravo Peckinpah!
convert the spies over to the right
side. He sets up videotape equip
ment all around the journalist's
house, where the spies will get
together for a harrowing, blood
curdling weekend.
Peckinpah once again, after a
five year break from directing
movies, is back with a fast paced
suspense drama complete with
fast cutting and slow motion
action sequences.
There is plenty of violence in
the film, but it is expected from
Peckinpah, a director whose
Masterpiece The Wild Bunch,
broke the limits as to how far
violence and bloodshed could be
taken cinematically. Similar to
his earlier film, Osterman Weekend
has plenty of debris, glass, and
blood, splattered at the camera in
slow motion. The scenes are set
up in a way that theassociation of
image on image, cut upon cut,
intensifies the dramatic climax in
which bow and arrow guns, swim
ming pools full of gasoline, and
numerous machine guns are used
to stimulate the audience's sense
of aggression.
The acting is decent, but rela
tively unimportant in a film where

Bernie Osterman (CRAIG T. NELSON) puts the choke holds on John Tanner (RUTGER
HAUER) as tension reaches peak levels during the long, terror-filled "Osterman Weekend."
there is such a good script, such a
good director, and such a great
cinematographer; John Coquillon. The performances by Burt
Lancaster, John Hurt, Rutger

Album Review

Made for the Airwaves
by Arian Collins
Keyboardist Peter Baumann, a
one-time-member of Tangerine
Dream, has released a solo album,
Strangers in the blight. But instead
of relying on the classical over
tones utilized by his former band,
Baumann has touched on influ
ences from Kraftwerk, Buggies,
and Devo.
StTangers in the Night deals
mostly with personal experiences
and society in general. The title
cut is a remake of the mid-sixties
Frank Sinatra hit, but the rest of
the album is made up of original
material. "Taxi" is about a man

who sees a big chance in his life as keyboard instruments, there are
a ride in a taxi: "I'm ready to four other musicians that perform
leave/The party's over/I'm due ' on the album. They are Eli Hol
for a change/Waiting for a land on vocals, Rich Teeter on
change."
drums, Ritchie Fliegler on guitar,
Another highlight of the album and Bruce Bordy on more key
is "Metro Man," which depicts a boards.
man of the city as a mechanized
machine: "Devotion and on
Strangers in the Night contains
emotion—he's always right/Pro ten songs and is made in an easily
ducing for a new world—the attainable pop style. Most of the
metro type/Persistent and con selections would fit into radio
sistent—he's always fit/He's playlists well. Whether or not
ready ever steady he'll never Peter Baumann will enjoy the
quit."
same magnitude of success he did
with Tangerine Dream can only
Besides Baumann on several be answered in time.

Another Album Review

The Fusion/Blues Mix
by Greg Bart
When Miles Davis stirs up
some fusion, people listen. And
when Miles Davis lays down the
blues, again, people listen.
But when Davis tosses together
an equal mix of the two genres,
and calls it an album, it's hard to
say just who will listen. On the
legendary trumpeter's latest re
lease, Star People (Columbia),
Blues buffs have to mope through
several snappy rock/funk cuts,
while fusion freaks must fret
through long, moody lowdown
music for great stretches at a
time.
Taken separately, nearly every
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cut is a convincing testimony to
Davis' greatness. Though he may
hate the well-deserved title
"Father of Fusion Jazz," Miles
shows what real talent can do
with a driving rock beat and
tight, hard-hitting melodic themes
on "Come and Get It" and
"Speak."
On "It Gets Better" and the
title cut, "Star People," Davis
shows a little technical as well as
compositional diversity—occa
sionally, he works out his own
rhythm section on the Oberheim
electric with his left hand while
issuing some complex blues

trumpet routine with his right.
The trouble is that the listeners
can't take each piece by itself.
Mixing hard core blues with heavy
duty fusion is like mixing Beet
hoven with the Clash—both have
important things to say, and each
gets in the way of the other when
they say it. The net result is that
Star People will have great appeal
to only the most feverent of Jazz
fans. If you want good fusion,
buy some Weather Report, or
Miles Davis' "Bitches Brew"; if
you like blues, buy a little B.B.
King or early Miles; and if you
like 'em both, Star People is the
way to go.

Hauer and Dennis Hopper, are
convincing enough, but nothing
extraordinary.
The Osterman Weekend, the first
of Robert Ludlum's eleven novels

to be transferred to the big screen,
is currently playing at Pacific's
Center 3 Cinemas, LaJolla Village
Square Theatres, and the UA
Glasshouse 6.

Album Review

Metal Cases
by John Schlegel
In the past year, Heavy Metal
has become more popular, especi
ally with the success of Def Leppard. Now two other hard rocking
bands are showing promise: Quiet
Riot and Fastway. If these two
bands are an indication of what is
to come in hard rock, the outlook
is good.
This week, Quiet Riot's Metal
Health is the third most popular
album in the country according
to the Billboard Magazine chart.
Although this may be the first
time you have heard from Quiet
Riot, they have been around for a
while. The original guitarist for
the band was Randy Rhoads,
who was killed in a plane crash
two years ago while touring with
Ozzy Osbourne.
The group is now made up of
lead singer Kevin DuBrow, bass
player Rudy Sarzo ( who has also
played for Ozzy), guitarist Carlos
Cavazo, and drummer Frankie
Banali. This foursome may not
churn out beautiful music, but
they don't pretend to, either.
Metal Health is a high decibel
album. The band combines the
familiar fast-living and hardpartying lyrics of Heavy Metal
with fast paced and surprisingly
melodic music. The song most
played on the radio, "Cum On
Feel the Noize" is not the best the
album has to offer. The title track

is a hard driving tune that states
"I got the boys to make the noise,
won't ever let up, hope it annoys
you." Other tracks on the album
include "Slick Black Cadillac," a
fast moving chase song, a guitar
solo entitled "Battle Axe," and
the poetic ballad "Love's a Bitch."
Fastway is a band that sounds
similar to Led Zeppelin, and the
unusual thing is that they pull it
off. In their self-entitled debut
album, Fastway emulates Zeppe
lin's intensity and adds Heavy
Metal lyrics in a successful com
bination.
The band has plenty of rock
experience, as guitarist Fast Eddie
Clarke was in ultra-heavy metal
band Motorhead and drummer
Jerry Shirley was a member of
Humble Pie. 20-year-old singer
David King has an impressively
strong voice, belting out heavy
blues-oriented tunes.
"Easy Livin'" and "Say What
You Will" stand out as the better
songs on the album. The rest of
the album is strong and stays in
the vein of a fast-living, hardrocking lifestyle.
Fastway and Quiet Riot are
not, nor do they claim to be,
artistic bands. They're both high
energy, high voltage groups. Fastway and Metal Health are two
albums in the Heavy Metal mold,
yet they stand out in their talent
and unusually melodic tunes.
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Entertainment

Still Another Album Review

Cheap Trick Looks for Return to Success
by Arian Collins
It's very dangerous for a band
to finally make it big with a live
album. A live album usually has
the best songs of the band's previ
ous albums which makes it a kind
of "greatest hits" package. (When
a band becomes a hit with a live
album, each succeeding album by
the group ends up being com
pared to its live "greatest hits"
album.) This is what happened to
Peter Frampton a few years ago.
After several albums with little
impact, Frampton Comes Alive was
released and went on to become

the biggest selling live album of
all time. Since then, Peter Framp
ton has experienced disappointing
album sales.
The same can be said about
Cheap Trick. After only minor
hit songs from their first three
albums, the group became an
overnighi success with Cheap
Trick at Budokan, a live album.
But since then the group has had
a continuing slump in record
sales and concert attendance.
Cheap Trick's latest release
Next Position Please shows the
band to be where it was before

MBAC Days:
Another Success
by Margie Hammer
The MBAC Days are winding
down with this past week's
"Puttin' On The Ritz." There
was not as big a crowd as usual
yet people were playing volleyball
and swimming until after dark.
People were also takingadvantage
of the sailboats and windsurfers
available at the Aquatic Center.
A big attraction was the ski boat
provided for student use by the
U.S.D. Waterski Club. The boat
was out until after dusk, with
people still wanting to ski. Day
light Saving Time put a bit of a
damper on things since it short
ened the time people had to use
the facilities. The darkness, how
ever, didn't stop people from
enjoying the sunset and poking
around at the Aquatic Center.
There was plenty of food. Ham
burgers and hotdogs were in big
supply, along with liquid refresh
ments. Skoal representatives
Herb Tiffany and Mark Richard
son were there, giving away
samples of Skoal Bandits, stickers
and posters, and raffling t-shirts.
The weather was a little colder
than at previous events, which

sound like a tear-jerking ballad of
the early '60's and ends up seem
ing sort of humorous: "Why, oh
why, oh why, can't 1/ Be in Love
forever/ and ever and ever/ I
want to know." In fact humor
runs rampant throughout the
album. "You Say Jump" relies on
bass and drums for its foundation,
while the lyrics hop along in good
rhythm: "You said'jump'/1 said
'how high'/ You said 'no'/ I
don't ask why/ you treat me like
a fool/ like you do." The last
song of the album, "Invaders of
the Heart," provides listeners

with a look at fooling around in
the studio at its best. The band
first launches into the opening
chords of the Who's "My Gen
eration," then stops. Rundgren
says, "It's rolling!" and the band
begirs the actual song only to end
it four or five times.
Cheap Trick may never regain
the popularity it once had, but
the group doesn't seem to be
bothered by this. Next Position
Please is a good addition to the
Cheap Trick library and nothing
more. And that's just fine.

Concert Review

Living in Art

may account for the sparse turn
out. The people who were there
seemed to be enjoying the small
crowd and having a good time.
The police came just after dusk,
searching for glass containers and
checking a few identifications for
drinking. The MBAC was a suc
cess, but people have to be more
careful in the future about clean
ing up after themselves and using
the trashcans available. The Social
Events Committee would appre
ciate it, since they work hard to
make the MBAC Days a good
time for the students. They have
been doing an excellent job this
year.

by Allyson Miller
From beam to beam, ceiling to
floor; the melodic sounds of a
distant overture were easily per
ceived through the narrow walls
of Camino Theatre.
Many a connoisseur of classical
music was found gathered to
gether in Camino Theatre Sunday
afternoon at 4 p.m. Why was
there a cause for such a gathering?
The U.S.D. Orchestra had a
concert. The orchestra has put in
many tedious hours perfecting
the masterpieces written several
years ago, in order to perform
these masterpieces with a dynamic
force and power.

The U.S.D. Orchestra is not
just a "kick-back" organization.
They are a groupof hard-working,
dedicated individuals, all striving
to achieve one goal. This goal is
life through music.
Sunday, at 4 p.m., the ob
servers of the concert seemed to
be more than just entertained.
They were living the music, ex
periencing and capturing the at

mosphere the music possessed.
The audience was physically in
Camino Theatre, but mentally
they were in world of mystery,
on edge, living every note played,
every song played.
From the outpouring of ap
plause, it was obvious that all of
the effort and hard work the
orchestra had exerted was worth
while.

Free Scoop of Ice Cream
With Purchase Of Any Big Olaf!
a Giant Sundae in a Cone
^
(With Coupon)
'

Try our Salads in Rye Crisp Tubs
or a delicious Bagel Dog
EXPIRES NOVEMBER 17, 1983

Frank Galvin has one last chance
to do something right.

7608 Unda Vista Rd.
AT MESA COLLEGE OR.
(Behind Square Pan Pizza)
Open 7 Days 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

IT'S PARTY TIME
•'

Concert
Calendar
Nov. 12 David Steinberg and
Steven Wright at the Olde Globe
Theater.
Nov. 13 Motley Crue and
Axe at the Fox Theatre.
Nov. 14 Gang of Four at the
El Cortez Ballroom.
Nov. 15 Jerry Jeff Walker at
the Rodeo.
Nov. 15 Frank Sinatra at the
San Diego Sports Arena.
Nov. 17 A1Stewart and Dave
Mason at the Baccanal.
Nov. 18 Lionel Richie and
the Pointer Sisters at the San
Diego Sports Arena.
Nov. 23 Blue Oyster Cult,
Rainbow and Dokken at the
Sports Arena.

the live album, with one modest
hit: "ICan'tTakeIt."Thealbum
is produced by Todd Rundgren
(with the exception of one song)
and he also penned one of the
tunes, "Heaven's Falling." The
overall sound of the album is
very much in the same pop-rock
formula that Cheap Trick has
made its fortune on. Songs like
"Dancing the Night Away" and
"3-D" have little production
tricks which make them inter
esting, but can't be categorized as
experimental.
"Y.O.Y.O.Y." is made to the

v

AT THE

SILVER SPIGOT

2221 MORENA
(NEXT TO CITY CHEVROLET)

SPECIALS EVERY NITE

TWENTIETH CENTURY-POX

AZANUCK/BROWN PRODUCTION

PAUL NEWMAN / CHARLOTTE RAMPLING / JACK WARDEN
JAMES MASON/THE VERDICT / MILO O'SHEA

MUSIC BY JOHNNY MAN DEL / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER BURTT HARRIS
SCREENPLAY BY DAVID MAMET / BASED ON THE NOEL BY BARRY REED
PRODUCED BY RICHARD D ZANUCK AND DAVID BROWN jjgp«
DIRECTED BY SIDNEY LUMET

Friday at 9 p.m.
after Bacchus Roast
Solomen Lecture Hall

THURSDAY
SHOOTERS 75P
DRINK SPECIALS 75P
PITCHERS $1.50
DINNER FOR $1.00

"IT'S NOT JUST ANOTHER DIVE!"'

Entertainment
Trip Back Into History
by Michael Hall
The J. Paul Getty Museum,
located in Santa Monica, is one
of the lesser known museums in
Southern California. It is also
one of the most beautiful. J. Paul
Getty, who at the time of his
death in the mid-1970's was one
of the five richest men in the
world, spent four decades travel
ing the globe in search of rare and
exquisite art toadd to his personal
collection. By 1965, it became
evident that the eight rooms in
his home in Malibu could no
longer contain the vast treasures
he had amassed. At this point a
new building in front of the old
home, was commissioned. And
so, an elaborate example of an
cient beauty was born.
Although Mr. Getty never vis
ited his museum, the building is a
personal statement of the an
cient art that he loved. It is
modeled after a classical Roman
villa known as the Vilia dei Papiri
( which was destroyed with Pom
peii when Mt. Vesuvius erupted
in A.D. 75). The museum con-

Album Review

tains many gardens filled with
plants, shrubs, and trees. These
are located around the outside of
the house, and also at several
points inside the building. One
of the most attractive features of
the gardens are the Greek and
Roman statues made of bronze
that line them. Each statue is a
model made from casts obtained
of the originals unearthed in the
excavation of the ancient villa.
Copies of frescoes that might
have been found in Pompeii fill
the walls surrounding the indoor
gardens.
The concentration of the mu
seum is not on copies, however.
The building is filled with real
artifacts and artworks from every
age of Man. The main level is
occupied by antiquities, which
includes marbel and bronze sculp
ture, mosaics, vases, and various
minor arts. This part of the collec
tion is considered to be one of
the three best in the United
States. Replications of antiquated
temples and basilicas can also be
found on this floor.

The next level up is divided
into two parts. The first of these
is devoted to a vast collection of
paintings from all of the major
schools of art in Western Europe.
Each room is devoted to a certain
period of art history, spanning
the 15th to the 20th Centuries,
with a concentration on Resaissance and Baroque art. The collec-:nn includes works by Remuiauul', Van Dyke, and Gains
borough. The second part of the
upper floor is given over to more
decorative arts. This collection
includes furniture, carpets, tapes
tries, clocks, and chandeliers
made for the French nobility and
Royal household from the time
of Louis XIV to the age of Napo
leon (1670-1815). These galleries
are arranged chronologically.

Question of the Week
Question by Greg Bart
Photographs by Andy Wasa
What is your opinion of USD Security?

Roger Haers
Senior
Business
"I don't think we get what we pay
for. And furthermore, I'd just like
to know one reason why they have
guns. And lastly, I think they
should be confined to their office.
You can't print what I really think
of them."

For a trip back into history
that isn't stale like many mu
seums, one which can provide
the visitor with a true sense of
antiquity, the J. Paul Museum
seems to fit the bill. It is history
unto itself.

June Lucas, Dana Bart,
Grace Yambrach, Judy Gauer
Sophomores
"USD Security is to our school
what AIDS is to the Gay
Community."

Little Spark

by Annette Roy
Have you ever struck a match
and watched it spark, but fail to
produce a constant flame? After
the Fire by a group bearing the
same name did not ignite my
interest either.
"Der Kommissar" is the band's
only claim to fame. This song
made it to the top, and rightly so;
it is a great song. As for the rest of
the album, it just smolders after

t" w
the first of "Der Kommissar.
With songs entitled "Laser
Love," "Starflight" and "1980F," it became apparent that this
four-member band was into the
techno-rock sound. Lots of syn
thesizers making unique accom
paniments to a fast-paced drum
beat, characterize this LP.

I had to listen to the record at
least three times before I began to

enjoy it. The album does have
some redeeming qualities, with
its fast beat "After the Fire" is
great for dancing and after you
get used to this band's style, the
album is okay.
Overall, if you are planning a
party and want some jumpy,
danceable type music, you will
find this record to be enough to
fire up the gathering.
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Michele Evans
Senior
Business
"I really don't think there is a
necessity for them to carry guns.
I've seen them night patrolling IN
girl's dorm rooms. One in particu
lar. Also, I got towed away once
and it didn't say "tow away."

Another Album Review

The Doors are Alive, She Cried

numerous hits. The Doors almost example. Their version of Van
singlehandedly put an end to the Morrison's (N.R.) classic, "Glo
romantic, baby faced teen idol ria," can attest to that. The album
was cut from previously lost tapes
era that so saturated the 60's.
The Doors, reflecting Morri and spent over one year in the
son's personality, clashed with studio. The. lengthy production
society's standards and principles. time was worth the wait because
Where others side-stepped cen- the quality is excellent. None of
sorable isseus like sex, the Doors .this album's songs are contained
practically performed it on both on the other live album, "Abso
stage and vinyl. Their rebellious lutely Live,"so "Alive She Cried"
musical nature made their work is a worthy investment.
Besides the aforementioned
progressive then; and it's still
song "Gloria" the album con
ahead of its time today.
The new album is a perfect tains another previously unreleased tune, Willie Dixon's Blues
standard "Little Red Rooster."
C\U Ci/g,
The remaining five songs are clas
a/v -ix «xsics and are done with the flare
that can only be captured with a
MEXICAN FOOD
live performance. Asidefrom the
drawn out version of "Light My
Beer and Wine
Fire" this album is tremendous
Margaritas & Pinas
and ranks as one of the better
Doors records. Hopefully, the
ALSO TO GO
surviving Doors can dig up some
6110 FRIARS RD. AT VIA LAS CUMBRES
additional material and treat their
Across Del Mesa Foods and Liquor
fans to yet another album.

by Rich Pietras
No, this is not another expose
on sexual preference but some
thing far less controversial: an
innocent record review. One of
Rock's more intriguing bands,
the Doors, have released a new
album, "Alive She Cried."
The original Doos (Jim Morri
son, Ray Manzarek, Robbie Krieger and John Densmore) broke
up shortly after Morrison'sdeath/
disappearance in 1971. In just
under five years of existence the
group recorded eight albums with

F EL >
'\ */1

AUTHENTIC

Don Brandon
Junior
Biology
"You gotta be kidding me. I really
don't think of them either way. I
haven't seen anything too fantas
tic. I do think the students are a
little too tough on them."

Francis Ku
Graduate
Education
"Students have to understand
what security is. Security has to
understand what it is. If they did,
we wouldn't have all these nega
tive attitudes. That's why they
have to act so macho—everyone
is negative."
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Homecoming 1983
Everything sits better on a Ritz" was sponsored by the Rugby team.

Joan Waters, who u*zs sponsored by Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity, was
crowned Homecoming Queen at the Homecoming Dance. She is
escorted by Jon Pace, Secretary of Athletics.
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Letters to the Editor
Throw
Away
Continued from page 2
one person alone cannot create
nor destroy those ideals. Basing an
argument on one person's actions
is not addressing the problem but
attacking the person. I doubt very
much that Mark's reputation as
the infamous "Mama G," has had
any negative impact on the impres
sions of our school by outsiders.
Yet, if an outsider was to pick up a
copy of our Vista, I think he or
she would be shocked at the
"typical" USD attitudes portrayed
within. I find it disgusting that
these people use the Vista as a
public battleground for personal
vendettas yet do not have the
courage to sign their full names.
W riting of Mark as a "jerk" and a
"loudmouth slob" shows nothing
but immaturity and poor taste.
Who are these people to speak of
ideals and values?
Mary Kearney

IIP

Open
Your Eyes

Thank
You

Dear Editor,
During the past year, it has
become evident that the VISTA
has strived to bring about an
awareness of the many events
which involve, directly and in
directly, the student body of
U.S.D. However, it is also ap
parent that very little space, if any,
has been directed towards the
events which do not reflect the
interests of the majority.
On Wednesday, November 2nd,
Congress passed a bill which would
allow for the commemoration and
celebration of the birthday of Mar
tin Luther King, Jr. as a national
holiday. It should be noted and
recognized that this event does not
only hold much significance for
the Black student body, but for
the student body as a whole. Let
us not return to the grey days of
segregation, but let us strive to
recognize those events and in
dividuals who have influenced the
lives of us all. Let's open our eyes,
so that our hearts may see!
Kerry V. Cooper

Dear Editor;
I would like to thank Rosemary
Wolf and Paul Davis for the out
standing effort they put into build
ing the Sophomore class float.
Five weeks in advance they ran
a Sophomore class meeting to
discuss ideas for the class float.
Three weeks in advance they
passed out flyers, put up posters
and talked to everyone they saw.
However, this was worthless as no
one showed up to work on the
float. With one week left, they
tried again by changing the time
from 4-7 to 7-10. They also an
nounced that all workers would
receive all the beer and pizza they
wanted; still, the necessary help
did not show. The few who did
show had a good time while doing
an excellent work. Finally on Fri
day, Paul and Rosemary worked
on the float until 5:30 a.m. On
Saturday they took an hour knap
(sic) and resumed work on the
float until parad (sic) time. With
out their time and effort the Sopho
more class float would have never

started.
Thanks Rosemary and Paul:
Marty Tallman

Thanks
Again
Dear Editor,
1 would like to personally thank
the hundreds of people who came
out to help with the building of
the Elman Tappa Kegga home
coming float. I would especially
like to thank Vinnie Kasperito,
BM of the V ista, who, without his
devine guidance, the project
probably would never have gotten
under way. And I would also like
to thank the fans at the game who
gave such a warm reception to our
float and also the other floats
which were entered. And lastly I
would like to dispel the rumor
that Tom Ehmann was hurt after
falling off the float. The truth is he
suffered a migrain headache, but
this was due to something that he
had drank earlier.
Thanks again,
Ed de Merlier
President, Elman Tappa Kegga

Two points of view
on student housing.

Good
Journalism
Dear Editor,
1 will not discuss any particular
article in last week's Vista con
cerning homosexuality; I am sure
that you will hear enough about
that. Let me, instead, respond to
the Editor's Note. First of all,
what do you consider "good jour
nalism?" Secondly, you mention
a dilemma of the "needs of the
readers versus the pertinent issues
in a given area." Isn't a news
paper supposed to meet both of
these needs simultaneously? Do
we really need to hear about
something that is totally contrary
to our beliefs as Roman Cathol
ics? I'm not certain how these
articles were ''for the betterment
of the whole." To have a "whole,"
there must be certain uniform
goals and beliefs. As a Christian
University, USD is dedicated "to
fostering an awareness of the eth
ical ideals into their personal and
professional lives." Last week's
articles on homosexuality are
completely opposed to the goals
Continued on page 12

Park Villas

The Landlords

Landlords just can't figure why anyone
would buy when they can rent. After all,
owning a home is a big responsibility that
students can't possibly handle. Your life would
become undisciplined and chaotic without the
landlord's rules to live by. Your damage deposit
wouldn't be there waiting for you (without interest,
minus deductions) when you leave. Speaking of
leaving, when you rent you're free to pick up
and leave anytime the whim strikes you (or
your landlord). And how about the fun of
listening to your neighbors thru those thin
walls — on a good night you don't even
need a stereo for entertainment. All in
all, renting is better than buying (from the
landlord's point of view). It's the natural
order of things. Without renters like you, how
would landlords be able to buy their buildings?

ParkVtllas

Park Villas is dedicated to the proposition
that you'd rather invest in your future,
instead of the landlords. So, we've made it
possible to buy a home in Mission Valley for less
than it costs to rent. How? Simply by being fair,
rather than greedy. The down payment is low. Your
damage deposit could cover a lot of it (if you can
get it back). Monthly payments are low too.
Probably less than you're now paying to rent.
We give you a 4-year break to get you started.
With 8 7/8% the first year, graduating to
12 1/8% Annual Percentage Rate years t 30. So you can start buying your home
before you can afford the payments. Prices
are very low. Starting at 149,990. And the homes
are really outstanding, situated in a true park
environment with clubhouses, pools and saunas.
In a few words, the difference between Park
Villas and an apartment is easy to measure. You
put a deed in your pocket instead of a hole.

WHERE YOU SPEND LESS THAN RENT TO OWN A HOME. PRICES START AT $49,900

Models open daily 10:00 to 6:00
Phone 619/299-0029
Prices & terms subject to change without notice.

NW90T1NC,
ASSOCIATE

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Based on cash price of -49,900 and
2,590 down: payments based on H%% first year. 9%%
second year, 10%% third year. 11%% remaining 2"1 years
will vary from $385 to $49.3. Add taxes and homeownersdues.
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Bishop Mahrer Indignant Over 'Dignity'
onnnued from page 1
ead to immorality and dis
honesty. It does not adhere to the
noral teachings of the Church on
he subject of acting-out homo-exuals, and it publicly states that
t is organized to change the moral
eachings of the Church (as if this
vere possible). It does not belong,
hor can Catholics who are pracleing, belong to this organization,
he contrary goals and activities
of Dignity puts it in direct conflict
vith the ideals of the Catholic
Church and any Catholic univer
sity.
Gay rights cannot infringe upon
he "free exercise" of religion
-ince it has higher dignity under
he Constitution than personal
convenience. While we are sym
pathetic to those who are orienated to homosexuality, we must
• rate plainly "homosexual acts
are intrinsically disordered and
can in no case be approved of."
We, therefore, recognize the need
for compassion and pastoral
understanding and care. The
Church holds out hope and a

helping hand to all of then- 't
encourages all to make the effort
to cooperate with God's grace
and to expect eventual victory.
It must be emphasized, how
ever, that the growing opinion
that homosexuality is perfectly
normal and does not constitute
immaturity, (or any other term
by which we may designate evi
dences of original sin) is positively
harmful; it is most important
that it be categorically rejected.
In addition to theological con
siderations about the spread of
sin, these views should be rejected
because qf the effect of such a
climate of opinion on the young.
Dignity, as an organization of
homosexuals, has as one of its
functions, that of providing
models. They say that homo
sexuals, especially the young, have
a desperate need of models of
what it means to live out a full
human life as a homosexual. This
organization has, therefore, as
one of its tenants to proselytize
the young. It is impossible for me
to state strongly enough that to

Letters to the Editor
Good
Journalism
Continued from page 11

of USD! May 1 suggest that the
Vista inform its readers about
pertinent Christian matters in
stead. RENEW deserves a lot
more publicity than it has re
ceived through our paper. Or
IOW about a section on the milons of needless abortions each
year? 1 am positive that groups
uch as Right to Life would appre
ciate some support from our
Catholic University.
In closing, let me express my
deepest personal apology, on betalf of USD students, to Bishop
Maher for the cruel and blas
phemous cartoon on page 10.
Please accept our sincere apolo
gies.
Thank you,
Laura Palazzi

of the importance they are given
in the VISTA. I realize that "news
is news" and news sells papers
however, rhose "principles"
should not apply to a college
paper such as the VISTA in such
a way that we forget the values
USD stresses so intensely.
I am not asking that you white
wash anything that goes on at
USD. Rather, I am showing my
support for such articles as the
front page story by Rosemary
Boatright, entitled "Love: What
They Needed Most," in the Nov
ember 3rd issue of the VISTA. I
would be proud if someone
picked up that issue and read that
brilliantly written story. It is good
to know that there are still people
out there that know what is really
important. I just knew there were
more important things going on
at USD than the mudslinging,
deserved or undeserved, that al
ways seems to appear on the
front page. Congratulations! You
have taken a step in the right
direction.
Jennifer Payton

Right
Direction
Dear Editor,
I would like to commend you
and your staff for finally printing
something on the front page of
the VISTA that all of USD should
be proud of. I was beginning to
get the feeling that only articles
that criticized, slandered or em
barrassed a member of the USD
community could make it on the
front page. Articles such as the
October 20th front page story
entitled "Shawn O'Hearn Strug
gles With the I.C.C." are exam
ples of what I believe to be bad
taste and certainly undeserving

, Stanley H. Kaplan

The Smart

MOVE!
I

present this model to young
people is not only evidence of
psychological ignorance, but is
insidiously pernicious.
But, in spite of these very
strong statements, I wish to say
that even though the immaturity
which homosexuality represents
is morally significant, there
should be no harassment against
the homosexual person. The first
law of God and also the last, is
real charity to all, and here there
is special need for compassion
and for pastoral assistance.
Bishop Maher commented fur
ther on homosexuality. "Homo

sexuality is founded in immatur
ity. The homosexual should work
on his/her sexuality. They should
seek psychological help." But
what about the scientists who
have shown empirical studies that
prove homosexuality is some
thing that cannot be controlled?
"They're wrong, they haven't
been convinced. It is something
that is acquired and based on
immaturity."
He emphasized the need for
compassion for the homosexual
and commented that they should
seek counseling, "within the
parish community." But he was
somewhat vague on what solu

tions are available. "There are
counseling services available.
There is no need to single them
out. The answer is in disemination
into the parish environment."
But many believe they need
special help, does this diocese
offer that? "No, it is not neces
sary."

Because, of the strong nature of
this and subsequent articles, the
Vista encourages editorial reply
by responsible individuals in the
form of commentary or letters to
the editor.

Priests Disagree
Continued from page 1

Several priests addressed the
Church's official stand on homo
sexuality. "The Church, by admit
ting that homosexuality in and of
itself is not a sin, admits that it is
an unchangeable part of the per
son. It is only the physical aspect
that is wrong therefore the homo
sexual must remain celibate. The
Church also teaches that celibacy
is a gift, now what about the
homosexual that is not blessed
with the gift of celibacy? It really
doesn't make sense that anyone
could ignore this." There are
obviously other Church leaders
who agree with this as many
Bishops across the nation accept
Dignity.
The need for "Dignity" was
made very clear by several of
those priests interviewed. "Here
we have a group of people who
are repressed, a minority. Just as

a lot of other minorities get spe
cial counseling, i.e. Hispanics,
singles, divorcees and alcoholics,
the homosexual needs guidance
too. The Bishop automatically
makes the assumption that any
one at a "Dignity" mass is com
mitting mortal sin. That is just
not the case. Many of the mem
bers of "Dignity" are celibate. It
would be like a parish priest
going into his church and saying,
I know statistically 60% of you
are on birth control, and that is
agains the Church's teaching, so I
only want to see 40% of you at
communion. It just isn't right.
Additionally, the Bishop asks that

the homosexual just go tq.hjs

3JJi
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own parish, but many, many priests and a large number of parishoners are homophobic. It
doesn't work."
The greatest concern expressed
was the need for compassion, "I

don't mean the Bishop's idea of
compassion, that is not compas
sion but rather passive under
standing. They need compassion
as sinners, as Christians who
gather in the name of Christ.
Bishop Maher doesn't seem to be
willing to give that to them. Some
body has to, even if it does mean
sticking your neck out."The prij
.isjiwS none
.
ests that involve themselves in
this issue of "homosexual rights"
do just that in this diocese. They
cannot possibly reveal themselves
for fear of retribution. A fear that
was expressed by every priest
interviewed that even remotely
opposed the Bishop's views. "We
are in a very precarious position.
yyslov ,;•«/ 'rfticj
.w L
We want to serve Christ, but in
order to serve Christ we have to
play some of the games. I realize it
does little to brighten the view of
the priests, but in this diocese we
have no option."

THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES
A GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Harold Greenwald, Ph.D., President
Invites inquiries from serious professionals for a rigorous, innovative graduate
program offering M. A. and Ph.D. degrees in COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY.
Our graduates qualify for licensing in the State of California, both as PSY
CHOLOGISTS and/or as Marriage, Family and Child Therapists.
A distinguished faculty of experienced psychologists offers classes specifically
designed for working professionals. Classes are held in the evenings and on
weekends throughout California and special formats hve been set up to accom
modate out-of-state students. Recent faculty lecturers have included such recog
nized authorities as George Bach, Albert Ellis, Nathaniel Brandon, Erv and
Miriam Polsterand Zerka Moreno.

For further information - call or write to:
CLASSES FORMING NOW AT

KAPLAN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For Information, Please Call:
••••

(610) 270-6810

THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
2425 San Diego Ave., San Diego, CA 92110
Phone (619)296-4472
(Learning centers located throughout California)
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San Diego Scene
Convention Center Approved
by Michael Hall
The city of San Diego appears
to be an ideal spot to hold a
convention. Our near perfect
year-round weather, lovely
beaches, rich culture, and people
all should combine to draw con
ventions in droves to the city
every year. But do they? San
Diego derives much of its income
from the tourist trade, but is it at
an optimum level? If not, then
why not? There is a growing
number of people in the local
business and political community
that feel many larger conventions,
and therefore many convention
dollars, bypass the city because
of a lack of adeuquate accom
modations.
The past two years have wit
nessed several arguments both
for and against public claims for a
convention center. Instead of
waiting for the private sector to
do something, local government
has taken it upon itself to facilitate
an answer. In 1981, a proposal
was presented to the voters of
San Diego which would have
allowed the construction of a
Convention Center in the Down
town area."This plati was"voted
down, however, when it was
learned that a huge debt, a sub
stantial annual rental payment,
and condemnation of private
lands would occur. For two years
after this, no new solution was
offered to the public.
Now, another proposal is being
forwarded to the voters, this time
for the November 8th elections.
It takes the form of an advisory
vote on a Convention Center to
be built by the San Diego Unified

Grenada

Port District, constructed on Port
into public services.
property using Port District
Yet those against the Center
funds. But like the last proposi are not convinced. Their greatest
tion, this one is surrounded by argument is derived from the
controversy also.
cost of the Convention Center.
To begin with, does the City
No price has yet been mentioned
truly need another Convention in connection with the Center,
Center? Supporters believe that and if there are cost-overruns or
it will become a cornerstone for a operating losses incurred, no
revitalized downtown, finance mention has been made as to
vital city services, and create whether the taxpayers will be
thousands of new jobs. Those forced to make up the difference.
against the proposition say that They feel that government is ask
such cities as New York, Los ing for a blank check, a conven
Angeles, and St. Louis still have tion center at any cost. Besides
high taxes and unemployment, this, opponents bring up the fact
even with their gigantic conven that Downtown and the Port area
tion facilities.
are already congested, traffic jams
The economic wisdom of such frequent, and parking horrible.
a venture is also in question. Building the Convention Center
Many say that over 4,500 new along the water here might make
jobs would be created, and that things worse.
over $200 million would be gen
erated annually for our economy
All in all, the question of the
by the attraction of conventions Convention Center seems to be
that would otherwise go to other one of chance. Does the City of
cities. Visitors will bring in new San Diego wish to run the risk of
tax money that would be used to squandering millions of dollars
finance vital public services. Sup to get a few dozen large conven
porters point to the fact that the tions more a year (instead of
Center will be built by the Port using that money possibly for
District at no cost to the taxpayers more police, streets, and side
of San Diegd, hsfng funds the walks), in order that we might
Port District has earned through strengthen our economy, finance
leasings and investments. No even more improvements in our
neighborhoods, and revitalize the
private property would be con
heart of San Diego? Which risk
demned, as the site would be on
Port property. Its investment outweights which possible bene
would be returned from leasing fit, and vice-versa? The people of
new hotel sites near the Center. San Diego will have to decide this
Operation of the Convention once and for all on November
Center by the city would be 8th. Yet, whichever way the vot
without bonded indebtedness, ing goes, it may be some time
using taxes paid by tourists stay before the results are accepted by
ing at those adjacent hotels. All everyone as to what is best for
excess revenues would be put San Diego.
into planes.

Continued from page 4
ground targets. It was incredible;
they were just kids, no more than
18 or 19 years old, hammering
those big guns. I was so over
whelmed that I looked at this kid
and gave him the thumbs up sign.
He looked over and nonchalantly
returned the sign. We landed on
the air strip and they loaded us

Vista: What do you think
would have happened if the
marines had not invaded?
Bill: Well, that will always re
main unanswered in my mind.
After Bishop was shot a curfew
was initiated. Things were getting
pretty bad. They closed the air
port and even though many of us
wanted to leave we couldn't. I

Sponsored by
Community Service

OUTREACH WEEKEND
November 19th and 20th
10:00-5:00 p.m.
Sign ups in ASB Office
Help Senior Citizens

don't know if they would have
taken us hostage, killed us or
whatever, but I'm glad I'll never
know.

Vista: Before the invasion
how did the native Grenadians feel about the Cubans and
the possibility of an invasion?
Bill: The Grenadians have
wanted the Americans to invade
for years. The Cubans have been
slowly taking over the island.
Every Cuban was armed and they
took the Grenadians jobs. The
Americans are not the invaders;
they are the liberators.

Vista: Do you feel the Amer
icans were right to invade?
Bill: There is no doubt in my
mind that the invasion was right.
The native people of that country
wanted it and I also think we (the
medical students) were in danger.

Vista: What are you going
to do now?
Bill: Wait, wait until I am
placed in another medical school
and hope I get my belongings
back. I am very thankful for the
marines. When we needed them,
they were there.

Video Games as
A Teaching Tool
by Michelle Rivera
Joe Smith sits poised at a con
trol panel, his hands suspended
over an array of levers and but
tons geared to respond instantly
to the commands of his brain. In
a moment he will lift his spaceship
off the ground and send it soaring
into the stratosphere. Joe knows
his mission is critical. As he flicks
the button marked 'lift-off his
eyes are fixed on a flashing screen
that will graphically relay his pro
gress.
Joe is not an astronaut about to
take off with his multi-billion
dollar spaceship. He is, as you
may have guessed, a kid sitting in
the safety of his home controlling
the voyage of his personal space
craft on a VIDEO GAME screen.
Joe is one of millions of Amer
ican children who are now playing
video games as casually as their
parents played hopscotch.
Home video games are by far
the fastest growing item on the
toy and hobby market with
annual sales soaring into billions
of dollars. In 1982 about 2 billion
dollars was spent worldwide on
cartridges for home video games,
and well over $22 billion in quar
ters were dropped into video
arcade games. Manufacturers
were quick to spot the possibility
of merging this modern day play
with the traditional world of
education.
Will this merger of computerbrain and child-brain work?? Will
home video games help children
develop and sharpen skills or will
they pose problems which will
impede learning and even encour
age bad habits and attitudes?
Some child-development ex
perts view video games as a posi
tive way to challenge children's
intelligence and creativity while
also motivating them to learn
math and English. Researchers
and scientists suggest that video
games may turn out to be one of
the most powerful teaching tools
ever devised. Many view video
games with alarm but in the eyes
of some educators gleams the
hope and vision of what might be
called "educational heaven."
The idea of learning through
play is not new. The Greek phil
osopher Plato wrote, "No com
pulsory learning can remain in
the soul. In teaching the children
train them with a kind of game."

Photographers
Needed
Darkroom
Skills Required
Apply in the
Vista Office

Atari has said they are attempt
ing to do just that. They claim to
be developing not just fun an,
games but a technology that i
rooted in real learning concept
and addressing real needs an,
curiosities of children. Beside
serving as educational tools, videt
games help sharpen eye-hand co
ordination and also give childre
feelings of mastery and self
confidence. They can, for exan
pie, offer children quick, clear
feedback about their perfor
mance, allowing them to see irr
provement before their very eyes
Other experts in child-develoj
ment and education take a nega
tive stance toward video gameThey regard home video games athreats to normal development—
even those with educational goals.
They fear that these modern toys
will dominate the lives of chil
dren, encourage laziness, and keej1
them from studying, learning
and doing homework. The main
concern though is the violence
which is the theme of many of
these games—even those that
claim to be educational. Rutger
University child researcher Mike
Lewis believes that electronic
games can do an exceptional job
of encouraging the wrong kind of
behavior—especially because
they simulate reality so well.
There has been evidence gathered
from research that video games
will encourage violent behavior
David Block, M.D., said "the
games encourage isolation and
contribute little to social skills."
There are obviously both good
and bad effects of the video game
craze. They are here with us now
and nobody is going to eliminate
them entirely, so we might as well
use them to benefit society. All
of this research may help parents
to decide whether or not they are
going to purchase video games to
help educate their children at
home. But in the next decade
these vid.-o games will be placed
in nearly all schools as a tool t<
help educators teach children—
whether the side effects are nega
tive or positive. Children who
are presently playing video gameare learning the strengths and
limitations of computer logic and
are realistically getting a headstart
on the children whose parents
forbid them to participate in plaving video games. The expanding
use of video games in the educa
tional institution simply cannot
be stopped and really why should
it?? Video games can succeed in
merging the fantasy world of play
with the traditional world of
learning. Accomplishing this
merger will take good judgement
on the part of parents and educa
tors. In the long run the positive
uses of video games will surely
outweigh the negative effects.
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'Too Little Too Late'
for Toreras
by Bill Neugebauer
"Too little too late." Those
four words expressed by dis
gruntled head coach Brian
Fogarty probably best de
scribes the Toreros' latest de
feat, a 10-6 Homecoming
heartbreaker to Division III
Azusa-Pacific. An ineffective
offensive line in the first half,
combined by a turnoverplagued offense in the second
half, inevitably led to the
Toreros' fall before a somber
3,800 fans at ToreroStadi um.
Last Saturday's loss makes it
three in a row for USD, all of
which have come against Divi
sion III opponents.
Homecoming jitters got the
best of USD in the first half.
Although the Toreros continu
ally halted AP drives with some
great defensive play and special
teams work, USD seemingly
couldn't put it together. The
net result was no first downs
in the opening half, a few good
gains called back by penalties,
and only 52 yards in total

Toreras
Take
Control

The women's volleyball team
split a pair of matches losing on
the road and winning at home
last week. The Toreras were de
feated by Loyola Marymount on
November 1 (8-15, 14-16, 515) Coach John Martin stated
that ' the first few points in each
game were close, but we were
unable to establish any rhythm
and keep the game going."
On November 4 the Toreras
got back on the winning track by
defeating the University of
Nevada at Reno (15-10, 15-10,
15-4). "We were able to control
the ball and never let Reno get
into their fast offense. We block
ed and served extremely well,"
according to Martin.
The Toreras played an out
standing game in their victory.
The passing was excellent which
established different sets, and
each player blocked, digged and
served the ball very well which
kept Reno off-balance. Each
player who contributed a fine
performance for the win were
Cindy Wheat, Veronica Velez,
Kim Crawford, Michele Rehrig,
Lisa Maner, Gina Trapletti and
Ellen Sibler.
The last home game for the
Toreras will be Thursday,
November 10 at 7:30 p.m. against
Northern Arizona (16-6). The
remaining three games will be on
the road against UC Irvine
November 12, USIU November
16 and UCSanta Barbara Novem
ber 20.

offense.
"We did not take advantage
of our opportunities in the
first half," Fogarty said in
reference to his team, which is
now 5-4. "It was probably the
poorest half of football the
offensive line has played all
year...I don't know if it was
lack of motivation, home
coming, or what, we just played
lackadaisical in the first half,"
he added.
The Azusa-Pacific Cougars
got on the board late in the
half, however. Led by tailback
James Brewer, (who came in
for the Cougars star tailback
Joe Schulter in the second
quarter after Schulter left with
a leg injury) Azusa drove to
theToreros31 yard line.Then,
with only 48 seconds to play
before half ended, the Cougars
booted a field goal for a slim
3-0 advantage.
"They didn't lose much
when he (Schulter) came out,"
said Fogarty in praise of
Brewer's 132 yard day."We've

got some young, inexperienced
players (on the offensive line)
we were counting on them
also...we lost to a pretty good
team, but we thought this was
one we should have won," the
rookie head coach said.
In the second half, the
Toreros played much more
like the team USD fans are
used to. Led by senior tailback
Jerome McAlphin, (155 yards
on 27 carries) USD relied on
their potent ground game to
lead the way. Unfortunately,
turnovers and a relentless
Cougar defense would prove
to be too much in the end.
"We didn't make any
changes at half time, we just
executed better," Fogarty ex
plained. "Jerome had a great
game—when you run an T
offense, you expect the tailback
to produce and he has," the
coach went on to add. Inci
dentally, if Mc Alphin gains 45
yards next Saturday in USD's
final game against St. Marys,
he will be the first to hit the

The Torero forces met up with the Azusa-Pacific Cougars
in Saturday's Homecoming game. Unfortunately, USD
fell short of winning the match which ended 6-10 in A-P's
favor. Photo by Piney Pulis.
1,000 yard mark in a season
Jack Kratchovil, who booted
since Sammy Croom did in
field goals from 28 and 31
yards respectively. Besides the
1972.
The Cougars increased their
fact USD couldn't penetrate
lead tolO-Ointheearlypartof
the goal line and had to settle
for field goals, the Toreros
the third quarter. Starting at
their own 28, the Cougars
also coughed the ball up twice
on two crucial drives. Once
marched down to the Torero
on the running of Brewer, and
they fumbled on the Cougar
the potent passing of quarter
15, and then on the Azusa 35
back David Williams. The
with time running out.
touchdown came on a four
yard swing pass from Williams
The Toreros travel to St.
to tight end Kimble Chase.
Marys next Saturday for their
The Toreros only points
final game of the season. Game
came off the leg of placekicker
time is slated for 1:00 p.m.

Varsity Crew Gets
"Head" Start
by Ed de Merlier
Last Saturday, November 5th,
while hundreds of loyal USD
fans jammed the football stadium
to watch the game and the Home
coming halftime festivities, the
USD varsity crew was up in
smoggy Los Angeles pulling
themselves and a 300 lb. racing
shell around the Los Angeles
Harbor.
The "Head of the Harbor
Regatta" is the first regatta of the
fall crew season and is typically a
very competitive one. The reason
being that the crews which excell
at the "Head" usually do very
well in the spring season. The
race itself is approximately four
miles of constant hard rowing
which takes the crews about 15
minutes to complete.
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USD Varsity, composed of,
for the most part, last year's
freshman team and senior stand
out Frank Bugelli, did exception
ally well. The young Toreros put
in the best time that a USD crew
has ever at the "Head" thus
making them a top contender for
the spring season.
Sophomore oarsman, Steve
Greene said, "We got it together
right at the beginning and we
surpassed UC Irvine after about
the first minute." Hopefully, the
momentum started at the Head
of the Harbor will continued on
through the fall so the athletes
will follow up in their winning
tradition.

INSTANTLY CONFIRMED COMPUTERIZED
AIR. CAR AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
BOARDING PASSES
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARES' FROM SAN DIEQO TO:
Denver
$1(0.00
Boston
379.00
Now York
379.00
Chicago
299 00
'reetricHone apply

SPECIALISTS IN MEXICO AND HAWAII

295-0202

No Service Charge
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD
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Dr. Marvin Weitzman Optometrist
Located East Of The Sports Arena
3350 Sports Arena Blvd.. Suite G
3772 Mission Avenue. Suite A
SAN DIEGO - 224-2973
0CEANSIDE 439-1196
Mon. - Fri. 10-6:00. Saturday 10-4:30
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U S D B a s k e t b a l l Outlook

New Season With New Hopes
The University of San Diego
basketball team, under the direc
tion of Coach Jim Brovlli, had
their best finish ever in the
WCAC this past season as they
finished in fourth place with a
5-7 record. It marks the fourth
year in-a-row that the Toreros
have climbed upward in the con
ference standings since their in
ception in 1980. Although the
Toreros were just 12-14 overall,
the coaching staff is optimistic
about the upcoming season as
they woh 4 'Sf their lastgames.
Another good sign is that USD
only lost two players to gradu
ation in poing guard Rich Davis
(13.5 ppg) and forward/center
Robby Roberts (8.5 ppg/6.8
rpg). Returning frontline people
include'6-<8 senior center Dave
Mclver (4X) ppg/4;S tpg) and 69 sophomore center Mario Coro-

nado who improved enough to
start in 10 of 12 conference
games. Returning forwards in
clude 6-7 senior Mike Whitmarsh (First Team All WCAC)
who averaged 15.3 ppg and 5.3
rpg and 6-7 junior forward An
thony Reuss (4.5 ppg/3.7 rpg).
For the first time ever, USD has
replaced the frontline with three
freshmen in 6-11 center Scott
Thompson (Mesa Verde HS), 69 center/forward Steve Krallman(ServiteHS)and6-7 forward
Nils Madden (El Molino HS).
Out of the JC ranks USD re
cruited a quick 6'5" athlete in
Mark Bostic (Central Arizona)
who will increase the depth of the
frontline at the forward spot.
Also coming back will be 6-10
sophomore Joe Fish, an improved
center who redshirted his fresh
man year.
Back at the guard spots will be

6-0 senior guard John Prunty
(6.6 ppg), 6'4" starting guard Bill
Penfold (2.7 ppg/1.6 rpg) and
outside threat Randy Brickley
(6'5'). USD recruited both exper
ience and youth at the guard
positions as they have brought in
two JC transfers and one fresh
man. From the JC ranks comes
6-4 Chris Carr (Santa Monica
CC) and 6-3 A1 Moscatel (San
Diego Mesa) while the freshman
is 5-10 Eric Musselman out of
Brecksville HS in Bradview
Heights, Ohio. The guards com
ing in will give the team more
depth and strength.
"We expect our returners to
have an even better year next
season. We'll have a good mixture
of both youth and experience at
every position with 5 seniors, 3
juniors, 3 sophomores and 4
freshmen. Overall, the conference

Xmas Job Opportunities
The Christmas season^is just tjy
holiday season
around the corner, and lo<^iiseF/r'/ot>
f
JObViiPf
may ft;
oe YlfFf&feM
tne pertect answer,
chants are now hiring for tern- Stop by the Student Employment
porary Christmas help. So, if you Center, Serra 317, to find out
find yourself in need of Christ more! The following are just a
mas spending money, or just few of the current Christmas
some extra $$ to make it through openings:

Chance
To WIN
A NEW RIVA
FROM YAMAHA
Someone in Your
Area Will WINI
(We onjy have one store)

REGISTER OFTEN
TRY OUR NEW
PUMPKIN
FLAVOR
YOGURT

Contest Begins
October 15. 198?

MIDWAY TOWNE CENTER
3960 WEST POINT LOMA BLVD.

Contest Ends
December I. 1983

COUPON
2 FOR 1
Buy One Medium Yogurt and Get One Freel

Hi

J/

J°b^2J6£ Xriy* Tree Handler
near USD. Unloading Xmas trees,
preparing trees for sale and stock
ing in a large nursery. Heavy lift
ing required. Nov. 21-Dec. 21.
Approx 25 hrs/week to be ar
ranged. $3.35/hr.
Job #0567 Salesperson in var
ious locations. Customer service
and sales of specialty foods. Must
be outgoing and friendly. 10-30
hrs/week to be arranged.
$3.50/hr.
Job #0360 Santa Claus and help
ers in various locations. Act as
Santa Claus or Pixie helpers at
shopping r,~alls, parties, etc. Flex
ible hrs. to be arranged.$4-5/hr.

V02Max &
Training
Do you know your V02 max?
In case you're not up on the latest
in fitness testing, V02 max is
short for maximal oxygen consump
tion, a measure of an athlete's
ability to consume large amounts
of oxygen during effort. The high
er your VO^ max, the better. As
your percentage of body fat goes
down and as your training im
proves, your V02 max reading
goes up. The best use for the
V02 max reading seems to be
testing before and during your
training to gauge workout effec
tiveness. Of course, V02 max
cannot measure your determi
nation, skill or pain thresholds.
(This and future health/workout
tips compliments of the "Triath
lon Update Newsletter.")

will be up for grabs. Again, there
will be a lot of close games and
whoever is fortunate enough to
win the most close games will
come out on top. Based on last
year's, performances and this
year's recruiting, Santa Clara and
Pepperdine look tough. Santa
Clara has most of their team back
and Pepperdine has some key
redshirts returning and had a fine
year of recruiting. After that it's
up for grabs and anything can
hapen in conference play," stated
Coach Jim Brovelli.

Swimmers
Exhibit
Their Best
"By far, it was the best meet
for our school," stated Coach
Gary Becker about his swim
team's exciting meet at Long
Beach State on Saturday, Novem
ber 5. The swimmers are very
excited about their finish and are
preparing to meet San DiegoState
and Nevada-Las Vegas head on
this Saturday. The diving compe
tition begins at 11:00 and the
swimming at 1:00 which will be
held at San Diego State Uni
versity, Saturday, November 12.
In last Saturday's competition
against Long Beach, Stacy deGooyer broke the school record
in the 1000 yard freestyle by 39
seconds, winning the event in
10:50. She also placed second in
the 100 fly (1:01.9). The 200
medley relay was won in 1:58.7
by the swimming efforts of Kathryn Krueger (backstroke), Amy
Thornberry (breaststroke), Lau
rie Birney (butterfly), and Laurie
Maddock (freestyle). The Toreras
also won the 400 freestyle relay
in 3:46.83. The swimmers were
Laurie Maddock, Laurie Birney,
Stacy deGooyer and Shelly McAdoo.
Other Toreras placing first and
second in the meet include Shelly
McAdoo who placed first in the
200 free (2:01.9) and second in
the 50 free (26.3). Laurie Birney
won the 50 free (25.5). Kathryn
Krueger placed first in the 100
back (1:04.7) and second in the
200 back(2:23.14). Amy Thornberry cut 14 seconds off her
personal best time to win the 200
individual medley in 2:19.8.Caro
line Quinn placed second in the
same event (2:20) as well as the
200 fly (2:19.6). Laurie Maddock
placed second in the 100 free
(57.2). Michele Pieksma placed
third in the diving competition.
Upcoming competitions for
the USD Toreras include San
Diego State/Nevada-Las Vegas
November 12 at 11:00 and host
ing Pomona Pitzer Saturday,
November 19 at 11:00 a.m.

SPORTSTALK
Charger Power
Who Pulled
The Plug?
by Scott Richards
It's so hard to find some
thing to do on Sunday after
noon. 1 almost decided to do
homework, but I luckily found
other activities at the last mo
ment to employ my time.
1 used to watch Charger
games, but we all know that
they've become all too painful
to watch as of late. After all
those playoff games and divi
sion titles we've become a bit
spoiled and we easily forget
the winning seasons. What we
should do is find someway to
remedy the problem.
The way things look now, it
is doubtful that San Diego is
going to make a playoff berth
even as a wild card team. What
happened? Good question. It
can't be the defense. It wasn't
too spectacular last year and if
anything, it is better this year.
So it can't be the defense that
is losing the games.
The offense has changed lit
tle ftom last year so it can't be
anyone on the defense . .. But
wait! What's that thing on
Rolf Benirschke's upper lip.
It's a moustache! I'm telling
you that it's this eruption of
hair below the nose of the
Charger kicker that is jinxing
the entire team.
So come on now, Rolf. Let's
suck in the pride, shave the
moustache, and start winning
those football games.

IM Soccer
With only one week remaining
in the Co-Rec Soccer League,
three teams are tied for first place
with identical records of 3-1-1.
They are the Law School
Orange, Water Foul, and
Learned Foot.
In last Saturday's games the
Law School Orange was handed
their first defeat of the year at the
hands of the upset-minded MBA.
Norton Nyyjard blasted home
the first goal with an electrifying
shot from twenty yards. Terry
Hellenkamp, ace defender for the
Orange, quickly tied up the score
on a goal from a penalty kick.
However, in the end, a fine solo
run by Marc DeSnoyers was all
that separated those teams, beat
ing two defenders, he slipped the
ball past the goal keeper for the
winning goal.
In the following game, the
Learned Foot held off a strong
rally by the Tom Cats to win the
game 3-2. Kevin Mush has two
fine goals for the winners. En
rique Tornel and Philip Kissawe
each tallied goals to tie the game
2-2.
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Softball Playoffs Upsets

1M Football Champs To Be Crowned

And Then There Were Two
On Sunday at 11:00 a.m., the
USD Sports Center Field will be
the site of this year's IM football
championship. The game will fea
ture George Deno's Dead on
Arrival, everybody's #1 team
until losing their regular season
finale, and the brothers of Sigma
Pi, a Cinderella story strictly out
of the "Who are these guys" file.
The matchup is a classic as the
heavily favored Dead on Arri
val are now playing their best
ball of the year, whereas Sigma
Pi is only one more upset away
from the greatest football story
since the then Los Angeles Raid
ers made the Super Bowl as a wild
card team.
In the semifinals, Sigma Pi
had to overcome a phenomenal
performance by the Back Door
Men's star running back, Mark
Richarson. On the very first play
from scrimmage, Richardson
rambled off tackle for a seventy

yard touchdown and it was 8-0 Secord had ten sacks and twenty
before most of the fans had even unassisted flag pulls, but if he
found their seats. Not to be out didn't he sure came close. Secord
done by himself, Richardson played linebacker, defensive
swept right end for a 50 yard back; wherever the ball happened
touchdown on his very next carry. to be, he was there. In point of
Despite these heroics, Sigma Pi fact, Secord's performance tend
still held an 18-16 lead at half- ed to overshadow a fine overall
time. The second half belonged team effort as Dead on Arrival
to the defense as neither team completely overwhelmed The
could score any more points. Boys 18-0. About the only thing
The Back Door Men's final that didn't click was their vaunted
attempt for a winning score was extra point play which failed to
thwarted when quarterback John produce any points. However,
Melican went down with a wrist with Tye Fernandisen throwing
injury. The extent of the injury two touchdown passes to Randy
was unknown as this was being Zickert and returning an inter
written, but we are all hoping ception for another score, these
that it was not serious. Some points were surely not needed.
thing that finally must be taken
For the record: Dead on Arri
seriously is Sigma Pi's chances val has been instilled as a nine
for an IM crown.
point favorite and the over-under
In the other semifinal, it was is listed at 31 pts. Consult your
Pete Secord who lead an impe local bookie for half time spreads
netrable Dead on Arrival de and other low cost special deals.
fense. Maybe it just seemd like
NEXT WEEK: Championship
results and Creme de la Creme's
quest for an unprecedented fifth
straight co-rec'football title. Will
they get it? You can bet the house
on it!

Eroticas III Take Title

Third Time A Charm
After two years of coming
close, Erotica finally won the
I.M. Volleyball Championship.
Some say that the third time is
the charm, but in this case it was
the addition of free agent, Herb
Carlson to the Erotica roster
that put them over the top. Team
captain, Ron Miller, after taking
the "How to be Successful with
Free Agents" course from George
Stienbrenner, was able to recruit
Herb Carlson away from the
Spikers. With Herb and Jim
Yoder (possibly the best I.M.
Volleyball player in the league),
the Eroticas were able to defeat

the law school team, Collateral
Attackers, by scores of 10-15,
15-9, 15-5. The Collateral At
tackers were not push-overs as
they possessed possibly the best
women players in the league. All
games were highly contested with
each point a fierce battle and
rally.
Congratulations to both teams
for an exciting championship ser
ies. As a final note, if anyone
wonders why Captain Ron Miller
is not wearing his championship
T-shirt, it went to Herb Carlson
as part of his free agent contract.

George's Team Dominates
No, this is not a story about
George of the Jungle, but an
update on I.M. Team Tennis.
Last weekend, George's Team
proved to be the dominant force
in team tennis as they defeated
John Amyots 88 to 44 and the
Independents 87 to 45. In doing
so they lost only one game(men's
doubles) during the entire day.
The team of George, Ted, Nicloe,
and Sue (no last names please)
may not make a hit movie, but
they ate definitely a force on the
tennis courts.
In tL third game played for
the day, John Amyot's team

pulled itself back together to de
feat John Rotten's Mean Mach
ine by a score of 11 to 10 and
then again lost to Ted and his
partner, Sue, by thesame score in
mixed doubles.
This coming Saturday presents
the semi and final rounds. At this
point it looks as if George's
Team has it all sewn up. Rocky
Mountain High has a chance,
but as their name implies they
will have to be sky high to win.
Games thisSunday are scheduled
at 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., and
the Championship game at 12
noon.

As expected last Friday, the #1 A two out, bases loaded single by
ranked MasterBatters took on Mike Pacino tied the game in the
the #4 ranked Killer Bees in fifth. In the bottom of the sixth,
second round playoff action. Not Stuart Clark singled and was on
according to the script, however, second base with one out as Rick
was the fact that this game, a 12-2 Hagan came to bat. If you don't
victory for MasterBatters, took think that this was an important
place on the losers' side of the moment, then you didn't see
bracket. 2 Balls and a Bat par Hagan's new white cleats. Wheth
layed an eight-run first inning er the cleats helped or not is
and ten players on the field (the debatable, but Hagan's single did
end of another great tradition) prove to be the winning hit as
into an 11-7 victory over Troy Kerns of the Round Table
Garrow's Killer Bees. Immedi went on to a 6-2 victory. Their
ately after this game,Snow Blind road to the finals is now only
showed why they are considered blocked by the winner of the
the best hitting team in the league Snow Blind-2 Balls and a Bat
as they outslugged MasterBat game. These teams had a com
ters 16-14.
bined record of 5 wins and 5
Sanity soon returend to the losses during the season and it is
Sports Center field as Murphy's hard to see how "Kerns" can be
Law rallied for six runs in the kept out of the championship
sixth inning to win their first game. Still, stranger things have
round game 11-6 over Rear Del happened. Just ask MasterBat
iveries. This set up the best mat ters and Killer Bees.
chup of the day as John NapoNEXT WEEK: Co-Rec softlean's team took on Kerns of ball playoffs enter second week.
The Round Table. After four Will long awaited Chutzpah
and one half innings of play, Chuggers-Better Buy The
Murphy's Law had a 2-0 lead. Case match-up materialize?
WE'RE SORRY: Due to an 25-1 with a completely dif
unexplained problem with ferent comment, and Nuke
the printing, last week's soft- em' is the team that won
ball playoff preview con their last two games but failed
tained a number of errors. to qualify for the playoffs.
Murphy's Law should have We apologize for any incon
been listed as the third cho venience this might have
ice at 4-1 odds, Two Balls caused.
and a Bat should have been

OTL and Run
Coming Up
Over-The-Line: We are tak
ing this increasingly popular
beach game and bringing it to the
grass fields of the USD campus.
On Sunday, November 20, threeperson teams will test their skills
in men's, women's, and co-rec
divisions. Whether you're an ex
pert ready for the OMBAC
Championships or a novice softball player wanting to try a new
sport, you won't want to miss
out on the fun. Make sure to turn
your entry in to the Sports Cen
ter by the captain's meeting:
Wednesday, November 16, at
6:00 p.m.
Canyon Run: It's back!
USD's answer to the "turkey
trot" will be held on Friday,
November 18. Test your running
ability through the canyon floor
and hills on this three mile course
(give or take half of a mile.) Last
year's winner, Mike Long, ran
the course in 12 minutes, 25
seconds. Can you do better? Sign
up by Thursday, November 17,
and find out.

Some things speak for themselves

